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CONFIDENTIAL

FOREWORD

Lockheed-California Company is pleased to submit this report as a portion of its proposal for
the Development of a Commercial Supersonic Transport. The proposal is in response to the
Federal Aviation Agency Request for Proposals, dated 15 August 1963, its aocaled by Adden-
dun' 1, dated 14 October 1963, and Addendum 11, dated 29 November 1963.

All volumes comprising the proposal are prepared in accordance with the FAA Request for
Proposals, the Addenda, and the guidance resulting from the Bidders' Briefing on 5 September
1963.

Title and content of each proposal volume are in accordance with the Proposal Format of the
RFP. For the convenience of the reviewer, section and subsection titles throughout the volumes
"ire followed by the appropriate RFP reference number in parentheses.

The reports making up the total proposal are listed below, with the title of this volume printed
in boldface type:

Lockheed

Volume Title Report No.

I Summary (5.0) 17319

A-f Airframe Work Statement (3.2.1) 17320

A-Il Model Specification (3.2.2) 17321

A-Ill Aircraft Description (3.2.3) 17322
A-IV Structural Report (3.2.4 -3.2.5) 17323

A-V Aerodynamric Report (3.2.6-3.2.8) 17324
A-VI Propulsion Report (3.2.9) 17325

A-VII Systems Report (3.2.10 -3.2.16) 17326

A-VIII Ground Support Equipment Report (3.2.17) 17327

A-IX Test and Certification Plan (3.2.18- 3.2.20) 17328

A-X Aircraft Mockup and Design Engineering
Inspection Plan (3.2.21) 17329

M-i Management (4.1-4.3) 17330

M-II Management Controls (4.4-4.10) 17331

M-Il Product Support Plan (4.11.1--4.11.4) 17332
M-1V Preliminary Production Plan (4.12 -4.14) 1733-'
M-V Development and Production Costs

(4.15-4.17) 17334

M-VI Dir-t Operating Costs (4.18.1-4.18.2) 17335

APPENDIX A Alternate Economic Analysis (4.18-1) 17336

LO KIKID volume A-V page i
CONFIDENTIAl.
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SECTION 1 SUMMARY

This report presents the aerodynami characteristics, boom characteristics. The vortex flow field generated
performance capabilities, and the stability and con- by the double delta shape enhances the directional
trol of the Lockheed SST offered in response to the stability characteristics. This planform provides these
FAA Request for Proposal, dated August 15, 1963. aerodynamic improvements with simple, structurally
The SST reflects eight years of aerodynamik study, reliable fixed geometry.
involving continuous evaluation of a'rodynamic data Since the concept of the double delta supersonic
from all available sources, configuratuon analyses, transport is a recent development, availability of ex-
specific wind tunnel tests of many design conceps perimental data hasdnot been extensive.For this
and integration of results with design, structure, and reason detailed low speed and high speed wind tunnel
weight considerations. The fundamental need for air- tests have been conducted as part of this proposal to
plane simplicity manifested itself as the major con- establish the findings discussed above. The aero-
clusion from this intensive effort. As the studies dynamic data from these tests are presented in Section
continued, the ways and means for achieving sim- 4 of this report. The advantages of the double delta
plicity ewing are demonstrated by these data.

During these investigations, more than one configura- These wind tunnel results indicate that the aerody-
tion concept proved capable of doing the SST job. namic potential of this type of wing geometry has not
In the final analysis, however, the concept offering the yet been fully developed. Tests conducted to assess
best combination of simplicity of design, maintenance, the benefits of using camber and twist to improve
and operation characteristics will provide the least cruise L//D and trim drag characteristics indi,:ate that
program risk and cost together with increased safety. while gains have been achieved in the wind tunnel
The ability of the SST to employ a simple concept to date, additional improvements can be obtained .. '
and provide the performance, handling qualities, and further development testing. Current status wind tun-
boom characteristics required for safe, economical nel results do not reflect the full capability of the
supersonic operation is shown in this report. airplane that can be expected by devoting continued
The SST employs a large fied wgof double delta research and development during Phase II. In Section

planform, four individual underwing nacelles and 4 the aerodynamic characteristics as they are estab-
a slished to date, a:d those that can be realized at the
a single aft fuselage vertical tail. The airplane does end of the Phase II study program are shown and
not incorporate either a caard or horizontal tail. discussed. The performance characteristics of Section
The general arrangement is shown in Figure 1-1. 5 and the stability and control characteristics of Sec-
A complete airplane description is given in Section 3. tion 6 are based on the developed airplane character-
The unique feature of the design is the double delta istics available by the end of Pha.e 1I.
planform, and it is this feature which has been ex-
ploited aerodynamically to achieve the ultimate in All engines offered by the major U.S. engine com-
simplicity. This planform offers structu;,i, ?ficiency panies were considered for the SST. Studies indicated
that allows for practical employment of large wing a preference for the fan-type engine, because of opera-
areas, and therefore light wing loadings. The large tional flexibility and superiority in subsonic flight and
area provides improved lift-drag ratios; the light airport noise characteristics. Three principal engine
wing loadings and substantial ground effect obviate candidates were selected, the Pratt and Whitney
the need for high lift devices. The planform shape JT11F-4 turbofan, the General Electric GE4/F6A
minimizes aerodynamic center shift over the Ma.ch turbofan and the Curtiss Wright TJ70A4 turbojet.
number range, and provides smooth transonic area These three powerplants offered the best overall po-
progression curves that benefit both drag and sonic tential after considering weight, performance, and
LOCKHEERD
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development status. Because of the podded nacelle load of 45,875 pounds can be flown to ranges up to
installation for the SST, any of these powerplants 3,020 nautical miles. With full fuel load, a payload
can be readily adopted, of 17,000 pounds can be transported 3,850 nautical

miles.
Range-payload capabilities achieved with these three
powerplants are summarized in Figure 1-2, and are Typical performance items for the SST along the
shown using the current status aerodynamic darc- design flight profile are given in Figure 1-4. Climb
teristics as substantiated by the wind tunnel, to acceleration altitude is conducted at 360 knots

CAS. Climb and acceleration is accomplished along
It is noted that at the design range of 3,470 nautical a 2 psf boom intensity profile, passing through
miles (4,000 statute miles), the basic current status 43,000 feet altitude at Mach 1.2. Initial cruise starts
airplane, with the Pratt andWhitney JT1 1F-4 engine, at 70,000 feet, where the initial ground boom level
carries approximately 10,000 pounds of payload, will be 1.5 psf. Boom intensity decrease.s along the
With the General Electric GE4/F6A engine, the pay- maximum range climb-cruise profile. '. ith 1.2 psf pro-
load is increased to 13,000 pounds, and with the duced at the end of cruise altitude of 77,000 feet.
CurtissWright TJ7OA-4 engine to 38,000 pounds. Descent is conducted at 330 knots CAS down to an
Despite the indicated performance su- ,riority of the altitude of 55,000 feet and 320 knots CAS at lower
Curtiss-Wright engine and the modes- advantage of altitudes. Reserve fuel corresponds to the allowances
the General Electric engine, this proposal is based on desired by the FAA Request for Proposal.
the use of the Pratt and Whitney JTIF-4 engine.
This engine, with more than 5 years of development Analysis of the effects of cruise speed on economic
experience on the full scale J-58, is used for reasons considerations has led to the choice of Mach 3.0 cruise
of reduced program development risk, more assured for the SST. The effects of lower cruise Mach number
schedule reliability, and the more conservative, proven on range-payload characteristics for a given take-off
status of the e.igine today. gross weight airplane are shown in Figure 1-5. For

cruise at Mach 2.6 and a range of 3,470 nautical miles,
S "The range-payload capabilities of the SST, based on' 9,000 pounds of payload must be off-loaded; at Mach

the dreloped status of the airplane at the end of the 2.2, more than 30,000 pounds. These numbers include
Phase i period, are shown in Figure 1-3. These data effects on empty weight due to cruise Mach number
are Zerived on the basis of improvements that can be change. When these dramatic losses in payload capa-
realized by continued development in the areas of bility are compounded with reductions in block speed,
aerodynamic drag, structural weight, equipment substantial increases in operating costs are incurred,
weight, engine specific fuel consumption, and engine and increased airplane size as a means for restoring
weight. The expected improvements in these areas are payload capability is indicated. Attempts to recover
all realistic values and do not require any state-of-the- losses by increasing airplane size actually reduces the
art breakthroughs to accomplish. For example, the economy further. Increased first cost and amnplifica-
expected improvement in supersonic L/D at Mach 3.0 tion of the sonic boom problem further deteriorate
is only .25 and the improvement in subsonic L/D is the operating economics at lower speed. To fully
.60. Further work on structural and equipment weights exploit the fundamental high speed cruise concept
is expected to yield a 5 percent improvement in weight of the supersonic transport, and to provide the highest
empty. In addition, due to the conservative approach payload and most economical airplane, cruise at Mach
taken by the engine manufacturer in regard to engine 3 is clearly indicated.
turbine operating temperatures and engine weights,
an improvement in cruise specific fuel consumption The design flight profile is conducted using zero
in the order of 1.5 to 2.0 percent appears feasible and wind, standard day conditions, and a climbing cruise
a weight improvement of 5 percent is a possibility, technique in :,:-ordance with the FAA Request for

Proposal. Effects of off-design operation of the SST
At the design range of 3,470 nautical miles (4,000 at a takeoff gross weigh, of 450,000 pounds, with
at mi), the SST, at its design take-off gross weight of 30,000 pounds of payload and full reserve fuel are
450,000 pounds, has the capability of transporting as follows; Constant altitude cruise at an altitude
30,000 pounds of payload, using 198,400 pounds of equivalent to the average climb-cruise altitude (74,000
block fuel. The international interior maximmn pay- feet) will decrease range by 50 nautical miles. Opera-

1 LOOIKHREO
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tion at 4,000 feet above or below 74,000 feet will noise levels are never exceeded at a distance around
decrease the range by approximately 100 nautical the runway one mile from the runway centerline.
miles. It is seen that the range losses are small, indi- When noise conditions permit, maximum power can
cating favorable airplane operation flexibility. These be utilized to reduce the above takeoff field length
range losses are readily restored by use of a small to 8,150 feet.
fraction of the reserve fuel. Landing distance at a normal landing weight of

The design flight profile for the SST follows a 2 psf 254,600 pounds is 6700 feet on a wet runway. The
boom overpressure speed-altitude schedule through FAA dry runway field length is 7050 feet at this oper-

the transonic acceleration phase of the flight. The ating weight. During approach, the ground noise level

effect of following higher and lower boom intensity one mile from the end of the runway is 112 pndb.
Touhn speis14ko.profiles on payload-range characteristics is given in chdown speed is 134 knots.

Figure 1-6. For long range overwater flights, the use Because of the high installed thrust to weight ratio
of a 2.5 psf profile over the ocean will provide a range the SST easily meets all takeoff and landing climb
increase of 120 nautical miles. For domestic trans- gradient requirements. Further discussion and more
continental operation, profiles following a 1.7 psf detailed evaluation of airport performance character-
overpressure can be used without off loading payload. istics are presented in Section 5.
The light wing loading and low aspect ratio of the
double delta configuration will provide aThe flying qualities of the SST are exceptional. The

boundary margin that will allow unlimited selection airplane demonstrates positive static stability margins
of sonic boom acceleration altitudes, both longitudinally and directionally under all flight

condition.

Subsonic performance is summarized in Figure 1-7. Longitudinal control is excellent and sufficient control
For a typical ferry-range flight, where subsonic opera. power is available to bring the airplane to the takeoff
tion for long ranges might be conducted, 15,000 attitude well before the takeoff speed. No control

- I pounds of payload can be transported 3,500 nautical power degradation due to miss-trim or runaway trim
miles. is incurred for any practicable situation. Lateral and

directional contrul are sufficient to provide a minimum
Using the FAA Request for Proposal emergency re- engine out control speed of 123 knots as compared
serve fuel definition, the SST can continue the flight with a landing approach speed of 138 knots and a
assignment to its destination after a midpoint single- takeoff rotation speed of 147 knots. Sufficient margins7 engine failure by continuing the flight at either Mach on control capability are available in all flight condi-
3 or subsonic cruise speeds. A total range of 3,850 tions in conjunction with adequate control system
nautical miles can be achieved assuming a single en- redundancy such that flight safety is retained even in
gine failure, and 3,650 nautical miles can be accom- the event of a dual control system failure. The reli-
plished at subsonic cruise speeds after failure of two ability analysis indicates that a dual control system
engines at the design range midpoint. Total range failure on a single flight is estimated to occur once
after a midpoint cabin decompression is 3,730 nauti- in 50,000,O0C flight hours,
c iThe dynamic stability characteristics of the aircraft
Additional performance chsracterstics and detailed without damping augmentation of any kind are such
data fori each segment of the flight profile are pre. that the aircraft is safely flyable under all flight con-
sented in Section 5.0. ditions. A damper failure, therefore, should not result

in an aborted flight.A pitch damper and a yaw damper
The proposed SST utilizes takeoff and landing field are desirable, however, to enhance passenger com-
lengths that are less than the target numbers desired fort and to minimize crew fatigue in cruise. A roll
by the FAA Request for Proposal. At the design take- damper may prove desirable to minimize the roll to
off gross weight of 450,000 pounds, the FAA field yaw ratio during the landing approach. F-104 ex-
length requied is 9,750 feet operating from a sea peience indicates that a roll dan r will enhance
level runway at standard plus 150 C temperature con- rongh weather operation althoughe dutch roll

ditics. This takeoff runway length is realized using oein the landing approach is inherently heavil
a noise abated reduced power level, so that 112 pndb damped without damping augmentation of any kind.I
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O)perating speeds for take-off and landing hAve at to 1.5 g's. At V. climb out and at approach speeds the

[ least a 20 percent argin over minimum flight speed. gust and maneuvering load factor margins are more

This minimum speed is based on a maximum angle thani double the levels realized by current jet aircraft.

ot attick of 20 degrees and does not represent a

physical stall speed. The lift chazacteistici above this Additional details regarding airlane handling quli.

Iangle are linear and lift coefficients 40 to 50 percent ties are presented in Section 6.

greater than at 200 angle of attack can be obtained. iecaLat
This mleans that even at minimum flight speed it will Analysis of sonic boom and airport nosecaat.

be possible to achieve maneuver load factors of 1.4 istics aregiven in Section 7 .
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SECTION 2 INTRODUCTION

The proposed SST airplane culminte% eight years of realizing high cruise lift-drag ratios with a structur-
configuration de, Jopment of the supersonic transport ally efcient wing design-

pt, involving analysis of numerous designs em- Two unattractive features remained with this type of
ploying many different wing planforms, tail positions,
forebody shapes, and engine arrangements. Promising winguladin. din roid secien wn g uel
configurations resulting from these studies were eval wng loadings did not provide suflfcient wing fuel
uated in the wind tunnel using low and high-speed volume, necessitating storage of fuel in the aft fuse-
models such as shown in Figure 2-1. Duriag these lage. As a result, the weight d balance character
studies, it was apparent that the most successful SST istics were deficient, with I ,ge center-of-gravity
configuration must meet the following objectives and travel caused by off-loaded fuel or payload. In addi-
incorporate aerodynamic design refinements that tion, the sonic boom characteristics were aggravatedinorort tehdeg volume andnmet litshhatrmtrswih ol
would solve, or at least alleviate, these potential prob- by the volume and lift shape parameters which could
lem areas: not be adjusted to follow the ideal distributions. A

.acsolution to the balance problem was achieved by em-
1. Achieve high aerodynamic efficiency (LID) ploying an adjustable area canard which could shift

without undue structural penalty in order to pro- the airplane aerodynamic center position to follow
vide good flight performance. the shifts in center of gravity due to off-loaded fuel

2. Minimize the aerodynamic center shift to allevi- or payload.
ate the trim drag problem. The folding canard-delta configuration was not con-

3. Provide weight and bal.-nce characteristics that sidered to be the airplane that provided solutions to
will minimize sensitivity to off-loaded fuel and all the problems. Sonic boom characteristics were far
payload, from predicted lower-bound levels. The adjustable

4. Alleviate the sonic boom characteristics, area canard, together with a wing employing leading
5. Provide satisfactory airport operation in terms and trailing edge flaps, represented undesired com-

of field lengths, speeds, and noise. plexity. The weight and balance problem was not
6. Achieve the foregoing objectives without corn- completely resolved, since off-loaded payload required

promising the aircraft handling qualities, preselected seating arrangements.

Studies initiated in 1957 included evaluations of nu- Concurrent studies, represented by be low-speed
merous wing shapes and airplane configurations, as model photo in Figure 2-5 were made. The inboard
shown in Figure 2-2. Analyses highlighted the sensi- sections of the wing were extended forward to form
tivity of wing structural weight to the overall per- a bat, resulting in a double-delta planform shape. The
formance capability and suggested the adoption of :.,reased wing root chords increased wing volume,
the light structural weight trapezoidal wing. F'gw.e reduced structural wing weight because of increases
2-3. Further development, however, . 'd- cd that in beam depth, and improve the volume and lift
the stability characteristics of this tye of ccnfieura- parameters related to sonic boom characteristics.
tion were not satisfactory. By increasing substantially the amount of fuel stored~in the wing, improvements in aipaebalance wr
These findings led to de canard-delta configuration, realized. airplane were

Figure 2-4. which provided improved pitching mo-

ment claracteristics and decreased aerodynamic cen- Low-speed tunnel tests indicated that the stability
ter shift. Using relatively thin airfoil sections and characteristics of this configuration were poor. The
moderate wing loadings, this airplane became an at- destabilizing influences of both a canard and bat were
tractive design from the performance standpoint, detrimental to longitudinal stability characteristics.
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The complex flow field generated by the mixing of area. The larger wing provided gains in lift-drag
forebody, canard, bat, and wing vortices roduced ratio, operation at higher cruise altitudes so cruise
undesirable non-linearities to both longitu and sonic boom Ier-pitssutes are reduced and light wing
directional stability data. loadings for takeoff and lan4ing, thus assuring

achievement of satisfactory airport performance 1?Elimination of the canard surface alleviated these charcterstics.
problems. It was recognized that additional increases
in inboard wing chord lengths, so that the bat For these reasons, the 80 -60 degree double-delta
extended forward on the fuselage forebody, would planform was adopted. Two second series models
improve the areodynamic behavior of the con- were constructed, Figure 2-8, and extensive tunnel
figuration. tests were made. The results from these tests form

the basis upon which the predicted performance andA systematic experimental investigation was con- stbly itispeeednthseorae i
ductdtoevau': a srie ofwin andbar ordoule- stability characteristics presented in this report areducted to evalu- .e a series of wing and bat, or double- md.Rslso h ualtssaeicue

delta planforms. Low and high-speed models with mae.o Reu of thetne et r nlddiwings of 50, 60 and 70 degrees of sweep, and bat Section 4 of this report. Ii
sizes having 80 and 83 degrees of leading edge sweep In suppcct of the development of the SST, a sup- L

were fabricated as shown in Figure 2-6. Primary em- plementary wind tunnel program was conducted to
phasis was placed on evaluating the potential of evaluate canopy shape and drag penalties at super- -
achieving a planform shape having linear pitch char- sonic speeds. For these tests, larger scale forebody
acteristics and small aerodynamic center shift due to models were utilized, as shown in Figure 2-9. Results
Mach number. Results are summarized in Figure 2-7. of these are summarized in Figure 2-10. This experi-
Tests revealed that the 50 degree wing in comribina- mental evaluation led to the decision that the only i!
tion with various bats did not give the desired linear satisfactory means for providing acceptable pilot visi-
stability characteristics. The 70 degree wing was tested Lility requires use of a movable geometry forebody.
only at low speed. Studies were halted because the To minimize the high-speed drag penalty with a fixed
low-speed lift curve slope was extremely low and the forebody, the canopy shape must be compromised so
high dihedral effect could be a potential problem severely that low-speed approach visibility is unsatis-

re.The 60 degree wing with an so degree bat pro- factory, particularly with regard to minimum-weather
area. the dereecwin8d t visual landings. Therefore, the weather-vision nosevided the desired objectives, indicated in Figure 2-11 has been adopted.

Additional tunnel tests of this 80-60 double-delta Ap
wing indicated substantial aerodynamic improve- As part of the SCAT study program, detailed evalua-
mtions were made of other wing planform concepts.rre n ts i n, me a y a re as. B e c a u se o f th e fa v o ra b le a re aT h fi e a n v r ab e g o t y a r w w ng L -
progression distributions, transonic drag rise was re- The fixed and variable geometry arrow wing cen-
duced considerably. In addition, computed sonic boom cepts (SCATs 4 and 15) were found to have
signatures were lowered. The vortex flow patterns excessive structural weight penalties that severely
generated by the double delta provided favorable compromised the high aerodynamic efficiency of
sidewash flow at the vertical tail and produced high these designs. Results of the program indicated that
directional stability levels at high airplane angles of the variable-sweep configuration had more potential.
attack, at both low speed and high speed. Continued study of the variable sweep airplane, since
Low-speed lateral control power was not degraded the completion of the SCAT program, has verified
at approach angles of attack because boundary layer that this concept represents a different approach to
growth was eliminated by vortex flow. Dihedral ef- the design problem, and leads to a totally different
fet in cruise at Mach 3.0 and in low.speed approach kind of airplane. Reductions in wing area are needed
was low enough to permit damper inoperative to relieve the weight penalty for variable geometryoperation with satisfactory laterldiectional flight and the result is an airplane having high wing load-
characteriics a ings, elaborate high-lift devices, moderate super-

sonic lift-drag ratios, and lower cruise altitudes.
The improvements in structural design and wing When compa.ed with the variable sweep wing plan-
we gi. offered by the double-delta planform made it form concept, the following advantages are offered bypossible to consider substantial increases in wing the proposed fixed geometry airplane:
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a. Lighter weights For these reasons, this proposal offers the fixed wing
concept supersonic transport. This configuration re-

b. Lower sonic booms flects a design evolution resulting from eight years
of study. Significant milestones accomplished during

.Simplicity of design these studies are illustrated by the series of model

d. Simplicity of operation and matintenance photographs presented in Figure 2-12. The perform-
ance and handling qualities predicted for the SST are

c. Less development risk presented in the following sections, together with a
complete presentation of substantiating wind tunnel

f. Lower costs data and data analysis.

I . .
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SECTION 3 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FLIGHT CRITERIA (3.2)

This section of the report presents the basic geometric, A three-view drawing ,f the SST is shown in 'rig,xre
weight, flight criteria, and propulsion characteristics 1-1. An isometric view showing the landing gear asd
of the SST which have been used during the evalua- nacelle installation is given in Figure 3-1. A summary
tion of the performance capabilities presented in Sec. of the pertinent physical characteristics following the
tion 5, and the stability characteristics preented in requested FAA Request for Proposal tabulation is
Section 6. given in Table 3-1.

3.1 AIRPLANE DPSCRIP1ON (3.2.3) 3.1.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTEIISTICS (3.2.6)

The SST is a four-engine fixed geometry transport TABLE 3-1 TABULATED DATA
designed for cruise at Mach 3.0, employing a tailless
double-delta wing planforn. The wing is cambered "
and twisted to provide high lift-drag ratio and Span 116 ft.
minimum trim drag. Engines are mounted in individ- A, ea (Total wing) 8370 sq. ft.
ual nacelles below the wing, and utilize two dimen. A.. i (Basic Delta, Reference) 7000 sq. ft.
sional vertical wedge external compression inlets. A Mean Aerodynamic Chord (Basic) 892 in.
single vertical tail is mounted o:& the aft end of the Aspect Ratio (Total) 1.62
fuselage. Aspect Ratio (Basic) 1.92

Wing span is 116 feet and overall airplane length is Taper Ratio (Total) .056
222 feet. Total wing area is 8,370 square feet, provid- Taper Ratio (Basic) .092
ing a maximum takeoff wing loading of 54 pff. Root Chord (Total) 2185 in.

Direct vision is achieved using a movable weather- Root Chord (Basic) 1327 in.
vision nose that provides acceptab!e visibiity in super- Sweep Angle, Leading Edge 80,60 deg.
sonic cruise flight with good flight compartment noise Sweep Angle, Chord Line 76.2, 52.5 deg.
characteristics, and no drag penalty. Extremely good Dihedral Angle 0 deg.
visibility in subsonic operation is achieved by lower- Airfoil Section, Root Parabolic arc
ing the nose to expose a conventional transport type Airfoil Section, B.L. 230 Parabolic arc
windshield. Airfoil Section, Ti2 Parabolic arc

Airfoil Section, Tip Parabolic arc
Longitudinal, directional, and lateral control is pro- Airfoil Thickness Ratio, Root .027

vided by converttioi,ai trailing edge flaps. Four sepa- Airfoil Thickness Ratio, B.L. 230 .030
rate wing control surface are arranged along the Airfoil Thickness Ratio, Tip .045
span; ihe three inboard elements function as eleva- ingle of incidence to FRL, Root 0 deg.
tors; and th: three outboard segments Irve as Aiole of Ircidence to FRL, B.L. 230 -1 deg.
ailerois. The tip aileron functions only with gear Angle of Incidence to FRL, Tip -1 deg.
down at subsonic speeds. There are no high-lift L.E. MAC (Basic) @ F.S. 1433.
devices. '43.5

The powerplant adopted for the SST is the Pratt and Vertical Tail
Whitney JTI1F-4 ducted fan engine, having an un- Span (FRL to theoretical tip) 311 in.
installed sea level static thrust of 50,400 pounds. The Area (Total) 9-,8 sq. ft.
airplane can, with minor modification, adopt either Area (Exposed) 741 sq. ft.

the General Electric or Curtiss Wright powerplants. Meant Aerodynamic Chord (Total) 508 in.
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Mean Aerodynamic Chord (Exposed) 452 in. Elevon, Outboard
Aspect Ratio (Total) .687 Span 99 in.
Aspect Ratio (Exposed) .638 Area/Side 72 sq. ft.
Taper Ratio (Total) .248 Mean Chord 109 in.
Taper Ratio (Exposed) .282 Distance, FRL to Inboard End 412 in.
Sweep Angle, Leading Edge 62 deg. Distance, FRL to Outboard End
Sweep Angle, Chord Line 55.2 deg. (at 't hinge) 526 in.
Airfoil Section Parabolic arc Deflection Limits -35, ±25 deg.
Airfoil Thickness Ratio, Root .030 Aileron
Airfoil Thickness Ratio, Tip .035 Span 124 in
L.E. Mac @ F.S. (Total) 2207 in. Span
L.E. Mac C F.S. (Exposed) 2267 in. Mean Chord 73 in.
V,,I, .0635 Distance, FRL to Inboard End

Rudder, tpper (at t_ hinge) 526 in.
Span 92 in. Distance, FRL to Ouboard End 684 in.
Area 67.5 sq. ft. Deflection Limits -25 deg.
Mean Chord 106 in. Wetted Area
Distance, FRL to Inboard End 223.5 in. Fuselage 6850 sq. ft.
Distance, FRL to Outboard End 315.5 in. Nacelles (4) 2680 sq. ft.
Deflection Limits -±-25 deg Wing 11910 sq. ft.

Rudder, Center Vertical Tail 1482 sq. ft.
Span 93 in.
Area 92.5 sq. ft. 3.2 AIRFRAME AREA PROGRESSION CURVES
Mean Chord 143 in. (3.2.6)
Distance, FRL to Inboard End 130.5 in. The area progression buildup for M = 1.0 is pre-
Distance, FRL to Outboard End 223.5 in. sented in Figure 3-2. The components are shown sepa-
Deflection Limits ± 25 deg. rately in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-4 presents the buildup

for M = 3.0. The Mach 3.0 area progression repre-
Rudder. Lou'er sents an average of the areas intercepted by the Mach

Span 81.5 in. planes as they rotate about the Mach cone. Figure 3-5
Area 99.5 sq. ft. shows the component average areas at M = 3.0.
Mean Chord 176 in.
Distance, FRL to Inboard End 49 in. Non-dimensionalized area progressions for sonic
Distance, FRL to Outboard End 130.5 in. boom computation are derived and presented in Sec-
Deflection Limits -_25 deg. tion 7 and are shown in Figure 7-5. The sonic boom

areas were formed by the Mach plane tangent to the
Ele',t,r Mach cone at its lower intersection with the plane of

Span 94 in. symmetry.
Area/Side 105 sq. ft. The area distributions ai. characteristics of smooth,
Distance, FRL to Inboard End 62 in. high fineness-ratio forebodies. The moderate fore.
Distance, FRL to Outboard End 156 in. body slopes are a direct result of the gradual axial
Deflection Limits -30, +25 deg. addition of wing area to fuselage area. The nacelle

area peaks aft of the wing-fuselage area peak, thus
Eleron, Inboard avoiding an abrupt buildup to maximum area.

Span 88 in.
Area/Side 98 sq. ft. 3.3 WEIGHT AND BALANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Mean Chordi 160 in. (3.2.6)
Distance, FRL to Inboard End 1 240 in. The SST has been desigted for a maximum take-off
Distance, FRL to Outboard End ! 328 in. gross weight of 450,000 pounds. The passenger and
Deflection Limits -:35, ±25 leg. cargo compartment arrangements permit variations
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in payload capacity up to a space limited 45,875 TABE 3-4 192 PASSENGER LOADING CONDrIONi
pounds. Possible alternate interior and high density ALTERNATE ONE
seating arrangements are discussed in detail in Vol-
ume A-11I. Design weights are summarized in Table Manufacturers Weight
3-2. Empty, lbs 182,778 I

Operating Equipment -Total, lbs 7,797
TABLE 3.2 DESIGN GROSS WEIGHTS Crew and Crew Baggage, lbs 1,205

Passenger and Service Equip-
Manufacturer's Weight 3

Empty, lbs. See Table 3-3 and 3-4 Overwater Equipment, lbs 1,303
Maximum RampSWeightelbs. and 3-4 Unusable Fuel and Oil, lbs 2,060Maximum Ramp Weight, lbs. 453,000 Usable Oil, lbs 160Maximum Take-Off Weight, lbs. 450,000 Operating Weight Empty, lbs 190,757

Maximum Landing Weight, lbs. 280,000 Payload- Total, lhs 40,128
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight, lbs. 240.000 Passengers (192) and I
Operating Weight Empty, lbs See Table 3-3 and 34 Baggage, lbs 40,128
Maximum Fuel Capacity, U.S. Gals. 37,846 Cargo, lbsWeight Less Fuel, lbs 230,703 i

Fuel Reserve, lbs 36,000 U
For performance analysis, the design range mission is Landing Weight, lbs 266,703
conducted with 30,000 pounds of payload. For this Fuel Burned, lbs 186,297
loading disposition, operating weight empty is Ramp Weight, lbs 453,000
189,880 pounds, and total fuel is 233,120 pounds.
Loading conditions are presented in Table 3-3. The
data of Table 3-4 shows the loading condition for a Figure 3-6 presents the forward and aft center-of.

192 passenger interior arrangement, designated alter- gravity limits established for the SST. Also indicated
nhate one. is the operating range of actual center-of-gravitypositions obtained with various fuel and payload
TAE 3loadings. The circles shown on the figure represent
TABLE 3-3 125 PASSENGER LOADING CONDITION specific weight and center-of-gravity positions which

, have been investigated to establish handling quality
Manufacturers Weight characteristics, i

Empty, lbs 182,344 Airplane moments of inertia data versus gross weight
Operating Equipment-Total, lbs 7,536 are shown in Fieue 3-7.

Crew and Crew Baggage, lbs 1205
Pasenger and Service Equip-

, -it, lbs 2833 3.4 ULIGnI CRITEIA (3.2.6)
O',erwater Equipment, lbs 1278 3
Unusable Fuel aid Oil, lbs 2060 3.4.1 DESIGN SPEEDS I
Usable Oil, lbs 160 Design cruise and dive speed-altitude variations are

Operating Weight Empty, lbs 189,880 indicated in Figure 3-8. Considerations leading to the
Payload - Total, lbs 30,000 adoption of these speeds are discussed in Volume

Passengers (125) and A-IV, Section 2.2, where it is shown that adequate
Baggage, lbs 25000 margins over normal operating speeds are provided

Cargo, lbs OO to allow for system malfunctions and possible inad-

Weight less Fuel, lbs 219,880 vertent upsets.

T %el Reserve, lbs 34,530 The operational speed-altitude variations to be foi-
Landing Weight, lbs 254,410 lowed during a normal flight profile are also pre-

Fuci Burned, lbs 198,590 , nted in Figure 3-8. This schedule utilizes calibrated
airspeeds and constant Mach number where possible,

R np Weight, 3, so the pi, an readily follow the prescribed schedule3
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In the transonic regime, a constant 2 psf sonic boom Based on experience with low aspect ratio highly
profile is followed, swept wings, it is believed that no buffet boundary

limits will be imposed on the SST within the limits
Design placard speeds for landing gear extension and shown in Figure 3-9. This capability provides added
lowering of the weather-vision nose are summarized flexibility in selecting cruise altitudes to alleviate
in Table 3-5. It should be noted that subsonic cruise sonic boom, and freedom for the operator to select
operation can be conducted with the weather-vision transonic acceleration altitudes.
nose lowered to the intermediate position. The main
landing gear can be lowered below Mach .90 to im-
prove emergency descent rates. 3.4.4 DESIGN MISSION PROFILE (3.2.6)

TABLE 3-5 DESIGN PLACARD SPEEDS Flight load spectra and analysis are based on the five
flight profiles described in Figures 3-10 to 3-14. In-
cluded are short, medium, and long range supersonic

Landing Gear flight profiles, a short range subsonic mission, and
Main Gear-Retraction 250 KEAS a check flight profile. Discussion of fatigue load

-Extension 360 KEAS or spectra and analysis for these profiles is given in

M = 0.90 Paragraph 2.2 of Volume A-IV.

Nose Gear - Retraction
and Extension 250 KEAS

3.5 PROPULSION CHARACTIERISTICS
Weather Vision Nose The candidate engine for powering the SST was

10' Position 360 KEAS or Al = 0.90 chosen after reviewing the offerings of all three

15' Position 250 KEAS or Al = 0.50 U.S. engine companies. Potential capability of each

engine was assessed in terms of performance, avail-
ability, schedule, cost and risk. Three candidate

3.4.2 MANEUVER LOAD FACTORS (3.2.6) engines were selected, the P&W JT11F-4, the G.E.

Design maneuver load factor diagrams are presented 4/F6A, and the CW TJ7OA-4 engines. From this list,1 in Figure 3-9, showing the variations in allowable the Pratt & Whitney JTTIF-4 ducted fan powerplant

load factors as a function of speed and altitude. is presented as the basic engine, since it evolves from

Further discussion of these diagrams is presented in an existing turbojet powerplant having five years of
Section 2.2 of Volume A-IV. development effort and sl'u,zH involve less risk and

better assurance with regard to schedules .:,d avail-

ability. Further discussion of engine characteristi s is
3.4.3 MINIMUM SPEED BOUNDARIES (3.2.6) presented in Volume A-VI.

A stick shaker warning device is incorporated to limit Characteristics of the JTIIF-4, GE 4/F6A and
angle of attack to 20 degrees from M==0 to M= TJ70A4 engines are summarized i, Table 3-6.
0.3, then varying linearly to 10 degrees at M = 1.3,
and constant at 10 degrees above Al = 1.3. At low Performance analysis presented in Section 5 is based
speeds the shaker action initiates at 17 degrees with on the JTI 1F-4 poweiplant. The performance charac-
maximum intensity at 20 degrees, and at high speeds teristics realized using the General Electric GE 4/F6A
the initiation is at 8 degrees with maximum intensity and the Curtiss Wright TJ7OA-l eagines are shown
at 10 degrees. The effect of the shaker boundary on in Figure 1-2. Any of these engines can be utilized by
the maneuvering load factor is presented on Figure the ,S1' with the more advanced versions offering
3-9. greater payload-range capability.

LOC KNEi SI
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TABLE 3-6 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Turbolnj Turbojet

Pratt & Whitney G.E. Wriht

JT 1I F-3/4 GE4/F6A TJ70A4

Thrust, Sea Level Static* 50,400 49,700 54,700

Weight, lb. 9355/9605 8370/8620 7000

Thrust
Mach 3.0 Design* 5.2 5.8 7.8Weight

Sea Level Static Airflow* lbs/sec 64,o 600 600

Mach v ,.0, Specific Fuel Consumption, 1.50
10,000 lb Thrust, 75,000 ft Altitude 1.77 1.77 (max. cruise = 7800 lbs T)

Mach 1.2, Maximuni Thrust
43,000 ft Altitude 18,200 19,800 17,800

Mach 0.9, Specific Fuel Consumption,
6700 lb Thrust, 36,150 ft Altitude 1.06 1.00 .97

Mach 0.5, Specific Fuel Consumption,
4750 lb Thrust, 15,000 ft Altitude 1.23 1.18 1.18

Turbine-in Temperature 'F (Cruise) 1900 2200 2200

*Uninstalled Values
I.

L;I
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SECTION 4 AERODYNAMIC DATA (,.2.61

Substantiation and summaries of all basic aerodynamic purpose to the 8 foot x 12 foot tunnel, which oper-
characteristics are presented in this section, i:cluding ates at Reynolds numbers approximately one third
descriptions of models and test facilities, results as large. All low-speed airplane confiE ,rations were
obtained from wind tunnel tests, analysis and inter- tested, including effects of landing gear extension,
pretation of these wind tunnel tests, correlation with weather-vision nose position, and presence of the
other appropriate results, and extrapolation tech- ground. Pitch data were examined beyond the maxi-
niques emp!oyed, mum pruI osed airplane flight attitude for all con-

figuration,. A total of 313 pitch and yaw runs were
Also included in this section is a proposed wind tun- conducted using the final low-speed model.
nel schedule that will serve to continue the present
program and provide further substantiation and re- High-speed wind tunnel data were conducted in the
finement of the SST airplane. Rye Canyon Research facility, using the 4 foot x 4

foot blow-down tunnel. Complete model data were
obtained from Mach numbers of .40 to .70 and 1.5

4.1 W'ND TUNNEL MODELS to 3.6 using the supersonic test section, and from .90
The proposed SST configuration incorporates several to 1.2 using the porous wall transonic test section.
aerodynamic refinements of the basic delta wing plan- Variations in operating pressure permitted test Rey-

form siape that result in redtvced drag -'. improved nolds number variations from 20 X 10' to 85 X 10';

stability characteristics. This new wing yeometry, based on body length. The model employed for final
which can be described as a twisted and cambered aerodynamic testing was 1/60 scale, sting mounted,
double-delta wing, was developed as a result of ex- and fabricated of aluminum and steel.
tensive wind tunnel tests as discussed in Section 2. For both the lew and h~gh-speed models, the air
Performance and handling qualities for the SST are passage duct through the nacelles was rectangular
based primarily on these wind tunnel data. The final over the nacelle length, to facilitate intenai drag

low-speed and high-speed models shown in Fig- measurement and help maintain full-flo, duct oper-
ure 4-1 closely simulate the final airplane configura- ation. Aerodynamic coefficients for both the low-speed
tion, ind data frt , these models form the principal and high-speed model data are based on the reference
bas~s for evaluatiig the basic aerodynamic data. area shown in Figure 4-2. All aerodynamic analyses

Low-speed data were obtained in a continuous, closed in this report are also based on this reference area.

circit 8 foot x 12 foot subsonic tunnel, using a 1/30 In the presentation of the wind tunnel data, there aire
scale fork-mounted model. Flow conditions for most figures indicating the effects of changes in airplane
tests were at 180 miles per hour (80 psf dynamic geometry such as landing gear extension, control sur-
pressure) giving an operating Reynolds number of face deflection, or adjustment of the weather-vision
11 x 10" based on body length. Six component data nose. In some instances, the model tests were con-
were recorded, and tufts and oil-lamp black were used ducted before some of the details of the final airplane
to assist in flow visualization studies. Low-speed configuration were selected and zhe effects are evalu-
test,- provided static stability derivatives and control ated on intermediate model configurations. These
effectiveness. The drag due to lift characteristics at tests were used to obtain the incremental changes
subsonic speeds are determined from the results of due to gear or nose position, and the increments were
subsonic tests in the Rye Canyon facility. This f.cility, applied as corrections to the final model geometry
which operates subsonically at Reynolds numbers of data. Since no large model configuration changes
31 million based on fuselage lenj-h or 14 million were ever adopted, this procedure is considered to
based on exposed wing MAC is preferable for this be valid.
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4.2 DRAG ESTIMATION where:

The drag estimation for the SST is based onl &Id prcsu,- drag~ toctijint f-.3d on frontal Area
tunmd test data obtained in thc Rye Cany on filgh 2 '- torch ody truth
speed test fatility fioni scale riodels oif the SST con- __ _____

fiuration. Iheoretik.d methods and NASA test iio-~daee
Iation are used to Correlate thc melaSUredI data and to

perit xtrpoatin t fll-~tac i i~htmu ition. 'his relatiort is Jzrived fromn the taivori'xd thcor-v

This section rp -esents the wind tu inel test iniformnationi ~ 1 ~~~~Sae n edcst~pe~t
and provides the required substantiation of the drag rit eidpnetofMc hr ttasn'
da-ta usod in the calculation of the SST perforinatce speeds, a peak pres~urv 'Hial appwoiately 3(1 per.

p carctrisic. Cut fitijier than the supe rsonic level is usually

obtained as is indicated iii l-4uie 4 - . T*he skin fr,(_-
4.2.1WINGBODYDRAGtion drag is estimated by thc Somcori and Short 'F'
4.2.1 ING-BOY DRAGmethod as dest:ibcd in Referclnce 4-1 for smoot)fh fl.:41
*Tvpcaldragpolrs fr te wng bdy onfiuraion plates increased by 10 percent io account: for the thiji-

of the SST are shown for a range of Machi numbers nIgo h onaylyre h he diesoal
betw~eenl ).7j and 3.0 iii Figlures 4-3 through 4.8. nose shape. The total drag estimastecd by this pro(:--
These data were obtained in thle Rve Canyon high- dure Is seen to be In very citose agjreen with tilt
speed test facility onl a 160th scale model at a fixed test data in the Mach ran 'ge tor which the daca arr
Rceynolds number of !0 million per foot. This is available. It is of int, jest to 1!ci: thai t:I(: rm1ximnxrn
equi valent to a Reynolds number of 31 million based departure of the te'st data from rhe e-stimate, 0-0(,F,

on the actual length of the model iuselage. The maxi- C,,,. corresponds to a value of drag coefficient based '
rnuulif-todra raiosmeaure uner hes codi- on w;ng area of only approximately 0.0001 for the

tioi are indicat ,ed onl Figures -/ 3 through 4-8 and SST. The fact that die estiomatIon0 pr0cedutC eIS
range from 11.5 at Mach 0.t91 to 7.9 at Maclh _. sulcessful for bodies of dlf~erent fineness ra~o which,

in addition, nave different ratios o~ fz a;--a ro
In or,!er to apply the wving-body data to the drag esti- fronital area indicates that the separate estimates of
mation of the SST, it is necessary to be able to sep. friction drag and pressure drav are reliable. These
arate the win', and body efTects onl a rational basi's. methods are used to separate the wing and body
Since the method of model construction did not effects in the zero-lit wing-body drag data presented!
permit the testino. of the body, alone, the body effects in Figure 4-12.J
arc separated bv analytical techniques. The means for All available zero-lift wing-body drag data fromi the:
substantiation of the analytical methods is afforded STmdlts rga r lte nFgr -2a
by a series of tests of forebudy shapes. No question STmdlts rga r lte nFgr -2a

of aierodydra arsesin he aalyis f ethe th a unction 01 ofMach number on a large scal!e. These
ofitebody daarie r the orebo ys ata s 'inc in e da ta are taken1 from drag polars as typified by Figures

case the afterbody was cylindrical and the base drag 43truh48 h aeMc ag secm
was rmovedpassed and the number of re-runl and check points

asrmvdexperimen-tally. are indicated. The reslution of the tunnel data

The fore-body drag data are presented an Figure 4-9 appears to be very good with departures from the
for fineness ratio 6.0 and 7) Sears Haack nose Ahapes mnean fairing of less than 0.0002 drag coefficient
tested at Mach numbers between 0.7 and 3.0 at Rey- based on the reference- xing area or 7,000 square feet.
nolds numbers equivalent to 57 million based onl the All dlata presented in Figure 4-12 weje obtained at a -

fuselage length. Figure 4-9 indicates that simple Reynolds number of 10 million per foot or 31 million
theoretical methods provide an accurate estimation based on the model fuselage length.
of total forebody drag both at subsonic speeds and Tetruetsi rcinda o h igbd
throughout the supersonic speed range. The farebody combination which is shown in Figure 4-12 is esti-
pressirr drag at supersonic speeds is estimated from Rfe
the relation, rute by thc Somm-rcr and Short P incthoi ofRer

ence 4-1 with an assumed recovery factor of 0.9. In
4 7 the case of the fuselage, the flat plate drag coeffhcient

foiReference 4-1 is increa-d by 10 pefLtnt to allow
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for the thinning of the boundary layer in three 1.545. The total adjustment factor is then the product
dimensional flow. That the flow is full), turbulent at of the shape factor and the thickness factor or
the test Reynolds numbers is demonstrated by the 1 147 X 1.545 = 1.78. This adjustmevt is made in
typical data in Figure 4-13 shown for M1- 2.6 and Figure 4-14 which shows the variation kith Mach
M l= 3.0. No evidence of typical transition charac- number of the SST wing pressure drag based on
teristics is indicated at Reynolds numbe of 30 mil- exposed plan area. The use of exposed area is neces-
lion or above corresponding to the Reynolds number sary in this case, since the nacelles of the SST blanket
range of Figure 4-12. a large part of the wing and the net exposed drag-

The difference between the measured total drag and producing area is less relatively for the SST than forThe iffrene btwee th mesurd toal ragand the wind-tunnel model without nacelles.

the friction drag is plotted on the lower part of Fig-

ure 4-12 as the wing and fuselage pressui&drag. The
fuselage forebody pressure drag is estimated for the 4.2.2 VERTICAL 7AIL PRESSURE DRAG
8.5 fineness ratio nose shape of the SST model by the
procedure outlined previously. The pressure drag of No attempt was made to obtain a measurement of

the exposed wing is obtained by subtracting the fore- the pressure drag of the vertical tail during the wind

body pressure drag from the total pressure drag of tunnel program, since the magnitude of the drag

the wing-body combination, increment is of the same order as the resolution
capability of the wind tunnel. It is felt that analytical

The mean thickness ratio of the exposed model wing estimates of pressure drag are in this case more
is defined by a strip integration in the following man- meaningful. The thickness ratio of the vertical tail
tier: varies from 3.0 percent at the root to 3.5 percent at

the tip and has an average value of 3.12 percent. The
pressure drag of the vertical tail is assumed to be

Sd) the same as that for the wing on the basis of exposed(+),,. ______._ area.
. area.

Exrosed Plan Area 4.2.3 FUSELAGE PRESSURE DRAG

For the wind tunnel model wing, this average thick- The SST fuselage has the double-bubble shape
ness ratio is found to be equal to 0.0244. sketched in Figure 4-15. For the purpose of drag

The SST wing is cambered and twisted similar to the estimation, it is necessary to know how the fuselage

model wing, but incorporates parabolic arc sections contours are developed. For the upper bubble, the

rather than the hexagonal and diamond sections used forebody shape is generated from a Sears Haack pro-

c, , -he w -n ne! l The airfciI s--ions used file of 8.5 length to diameter ratio and 148 inch max-

J on the inboard extende-d chord bat are aerodynami- imum diameter joined to the 132 inch diameter

cally equivalent for both applications. The outer panel cylindrical fuselage. The afterbody shape is generated

which incorporates a parabolic arc section represents similarly from an 8.0 length to diameter ratio Sears

52 percent of the exposed wing area. The wing pres- Haack profile with a maximum diameter of 148

sure drag is adjusted for airfoil section type in pro- inches. The lower bubble is essentially oqe-half of a

portion to the magnitude of the two-dimensional complete closed Sears Haack body with an effective

section-shape parameter and the area affected. That diameter of 10.37 feet and a fineness ratio of 21.7

is, the model-wing data are multiplied by the factor based on total fuselage length. For the actual SST

.48(1.0) ± .52 (5.33/4.16) = 1.147. The SST wing fuselage, the basic afterbody shape is shortened by

thickness ratios vary from 2.7 percent at the center- 5 feet and refaired. For the purpose of diag estima-

line, to 3.0 percent at the crank, to 4.5 percent at the tion, this shortening is not considered either in the

tip and the physical thickness varies linearly from wave drag or the friction drag, since the net effect of

station to station. The average thickness ratio of the this change to the rear of the fuselage is very small.

exposed wing. computed as described previously is
1.03 percent. The model-wing pressure drag is in- The pressure drag of the forebody and afterbody of

kreased by an additional factor equal to the square the upper bubble is -omputed from the relation

of the ratio of the thickness ratios or (3.03,/2.44)' C,. =4.7/F' discusscd under Section 4.2.1. The
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proper area, S,. is 119.3 square feet corresponding of characteristics throughout the Math number range.• I
to the full 148 inc basic diameter from which the The drag of the slightly curved nacelle mid-body and 3
shapes are developed. The drag ik c,,mputed only afterbody is determined by means of two-dimensional
for the exposed periphery of the upper bubble. The linearized theory to avoid the lengthy characteristics
drag of the afterbody is cunsidered to be equal to analysis and is expected to be con-ctvative. Th, pres-
the drag of a forebody of identical shape in keeping sure drag of the nacelle is due prncipally to the cowl Ii
with the well.known reversibility theorem. Since the lips. For example, at Mach 3.0, the cowl lip drag
afterbody is separated from the forebody by almost coefficient is equal to 0.00033 and only 0.00017 is
100 feet, the effect of forebody interference on the attributed to the rest of the nacelle.,I-
afterbody drag is considered to be negligible. The
available afterbody drag data from References 4-2 Veriiication of the estimated nacelle pressure drag at
and 4-3 are assembled in Figures 4-10 and 4-11 and high supersonic speeds is provided in Figure 4-17. I
indicate that this method of estimating afterbody The drag of the wing anid body combination, with all
drag is conservative. The pressure drag coefficient of four nacelles installed, is comnparcd with the drag of
the upper bubble based on the wing reference area is the wing and body alone taken fiom Figure 4-12. The
found to be: additional friction drag due to the nacelle installa-

4.7 S, 6 tion including the external drag. internal drag, and
the decrease in wing drag due to blanketing is esti-FZu0O 360 mated as shown. To this drag is added the estimated

or base drag due the total of I square inch model scale
C, (47 : (t] \ 119.3 2400 nacelle base area. rhe base drag is determined from
, 7 1- = .00039 Figure 16-11 of Reference 4-4. The sum of these two

drag items is -en to constitute the total nacelle drag
For a symmetric, closed Sears Haack body the expres- increment at subsonic speeds. At Mach 2.6 and 3.0
sion for pressure drag based on frontal area is subtraction of this sum from the total drag is seen

10 to leave a residual pressure drag of approximately ,
C.,,. -. 0.0005. This pressure drag is compared with the esti-

mated data in the lower part of Figure 4-17. Nacelle

The pressure drag of the lower bubble is computed drag was also determined in the wind-tunnel at Mach
for mhe lower half of a closed Sears Haack shape in- numbers of 1.2 and 1.5 but are not presented, since
cluding forebody interference as follows: the mass flow ratios indicated that the flow was

choked with excessive spillage.
1 MO.7 84-4,1
= -~- - = Cffi2 (21.7)- 7000 4.2.5 BOUNDARY LAYER DIVERTER PRESSURE

The total fuselage pressure drag coefficient based on D

the wing reference area is then equal to .00053, or The pressure drag of the boundary layer diverters is
when based on fuselage frontal area is equal to .032. based on the experimental data reported in Reference
This value is plotted in Figure 4-16 as a function of 4-5 for an included wedge angle of 16 degrees. The 5
Mach number. The fuselage drag is essentially con- pressure drag coefficient based on the diverter wedge
stant throughout the supersonic speed range of the frontal area is shown as a function of Mach number
SST, but as shown in Figure 4-16 is expected to peak in Figure 4-18. The low values of diverter pressure
at transonic speeds to a value approximately 30 per- drag shown in Figure 4-18 are the result of tie ability
cent greater than the supersonic level, to incorporate in the nacelle design a diverter with

relatively small wedge angles as compared with the

4.2.4 NACELLE PRESSURE DRAG included wedge angles of as much as 40 degrees
w,1ich it is sometimes necessary to employ. It is note-

The pressure drag of all four nacelles based on the worthy that Reference 4-5 shows that the diverter •
wing reference area is shown as a function of Mach pressure drag coefficient is considerably less than
number in Figure 4-17 and is developed analytically. would be expected on the basis of computed two-
The drag of the cowl lips is determined by the method dimensional pressure coefficients.

volume A-V p! ge 4-12
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4.2,6 ENGINE AIR-INDUCTION SYSTEM DRAG thinning of the boundary layer on the forebody in
axisymmictric flow. Thle characteristic lengths used

The incremental zero-lift drag arising in the engine t he o re s e fthc
air induction system due to spillage and by-pass cf- for the computation of Reynolds number are: for thewing and tall, tile mean aerodynlamic chord of the
fects is presented in Figure 4-19 as a function of exposed panels; for the fuselage, the basic length of
Mach number. The method of calculation and tile

225 feet; for the nacelles, tile distaoce from the cowl
subsPrntiation Rofte eslts a-1 dilip to the jet exit; and for the boundary layer div'ert-
t oers, the total run of the diverter air which corres ads

to the local wing chord length at the nacelle station.
4.2.6.1 Drag Du* to Air Conditioning Air

Air for cabin air conditioning and ventilation is taken 4.2.8 DRAG DUE TO LIFT

aboard at the rate of 150 Pounds per minute. The The drag due to lift factor is determined from an
drag due to the momentum of this air is measurable analysis of the wind tunnel drag polars such as shown
at high speeds. For example the associated drag is in Figures 4-3 through 4-8, and is plotted as a func-
225 pounds at Mach 3.0. This air, however, passes tion of Mach number in Figure 4-21. The present
through a heat exchanger before leaving the cabin tunnel data indicate that the drag due to lift factor
and the added energy makes possible a partial recov- is maintained at a level of 0.30 from subsonic speeds
cry when the air is ejected from the airplane in the up to a Mach number of 1.2 and increases thereafter
stream di:ection. It is estimated that tile net drag at with Mach namber reaching a value of 0.65 at a
Mach 3 0 is 90 p-,unds corresponding to a pressure Mach number of 3.0.
drag c.eIfcie;c or 0.00,03, which is included in the During the tunnel program, attention was given to
drag estmiate. At lower Mach numbers thi, drag item the study of twist and camber, leading edge shape,
is negligible, and planform shape in order to effect a reduction in

drag due to lift simultaneously with a positive shift
4. .7 SKIN FRICTION DRAG in zero-lift pitching moment to reduce the trim drag

The skin friction drag of the SST is found by sum- to a negligible value. Considerable progress has been

IN I Ming the individual skin fiction drags of the various made toward both of these goals. The trim drag has

aircraft components as a function of Mach number been held to very low values as will be discussed iv a

and altitude with consideration of the particular later section. Considerable progress has been nade

Reynolds number of each individual component. The toward the realization of low supersonic drag due to

Sommer and Short T' method is used as described in
Reference 4-1 which shows that this method more Figure 4-21 shows that the theoretical drag due to
closely correlates the available experimental data lift of a 60 degree delta planform which at Mach 3.0

,i, Of the other methos esiga1ed. In hc hasavaluc of aCpC 0. ,hich cor,,cspondLs to
application of the Sommer and Short T' method to f.."4. The double-d-lta planform of the SST which
the SST, a recovery factor of 0.9 is assumed for the incorporates a 60 degre clipped delta main wing and
calculations. The average flat plate skin friction co- a highly-swept forma:d-delta or bat attains a drag
efficients determined in this way are shown as a func- due to lift factor at Mach 3.0 as low as 0.65. The
tion of Reynolds number and Mach number in minimum drag due to lift achievable theoretically
Figure 4-20. through the choice of the proper camber and twist

distribution appears to correspond to a value of
The results in Figure 4-20 are used directly in calcu- AC,/CL2 equal to /3,/4 when referred to the total
lating the average skin friction coefficients for the planform. This would indicate that a drag due to
wing, tail, nacelles, and boundary iarr diverters. lift factor of 0.596 is attainable theoretically for the
Reference 4-5 shows that the skin fricton drag coeffi- SST planform. An analytical and experimental ap-
cients of diverters such as are used in the SST design proach will be applied during the Phase 11 program
are readily predictable by compressible flat plate to the attainment of this goal. It is anticipated that
theory. In the case of the fuselage, the computed flat the value of ,.'C, at Mach 3.0 , be reduced at
plate friction coefficients are increased by 10 percent least to 0.61 through continued tailoring of nose
to account for the increased friction effect due to the shape and camber and twist distributions.
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Attention is also directed to the possibilities fo-r drag The variation of the elevator angle required for trim
due to lift improvement at subsonic speed,. Theorcti- and the resultant t im drag increment arc shown as a
cal studies have shown that, for highly-swept low- function of Mach number in Figure -1-23 for both
aspect ratio planforms, the spanwise lift distribution forward and aft center-of-gravity positions. TIhe aft
at all chordwise stations is elliptical. This leads to the position corresponds to the condition existing during
conk lusion that minimum drag due to lift fa.tors climb and transonic acceleration following a take-off
corresponding to 1, /rAR are theoretically possible at the desipi weight ,f "130,000 poutds.
even for highly-swept low-aspect ratio wings if sufft-
cient attention is given to the shape of the leading 4.2.10 COMPLETE AIRPLANE DRAG
edge so tie theoretical flow conditions can be realized.
On the other hand, complete inattention to the re- The drag of the complete airplane is built up from
quirements of leading edge shape and the use of the drag of the component parts which are discussed
untwisted or uncambered highly swept deltas, for ex- in detail 'n the preceding sections; and the method
ample, invariably results in the complete loss of lead- oL calculation is illustiated in Tables 4-1 through
i'ug edge suction. In this case, the resultant force on 4-5 for the key scrments of the basic design flirht
the wing is normal to thechord plane and thedragdue profile. The iag due to lift factors, which a~e
to lift factor AtC,/C,,, is found . be equal to 1/C,, quoted, correspond to those expected to be achieved
or 2/'r.AR. These two extreme conditions of sub- at the end of Phase II.
sonic drag due to lift are illustrated in Figure 4 21.
The present wind tunnel data is seen to lie half way in TABLE 4.1 MACH .5 DRAG AT 15,000 FEET
between these extremes. It is evident that there is
still the possibility of considerable further reduction Frion Drag RN 2.31 X 10" per foot
in drag due to lift in this speed range also. It is
anticipated that a further teductiono of at least 10 S, L RN

percent in subsonic drag due to lift can be accom- sq. tt I/. X__o__ _o__C_

plished during the Phase II effort.
Wing 11910 82.5 190 .00183 .00311

I The drag due to lift which is expected to be achieved Fuselage 6850 225 520 .00188 .00184
at the end of Phase II is indicated on Figure 4-21. Vertical 1482 371 85.6 .00210 .00044
This variation in drag due to lift i used for all Nacelles 2680 48.0 111 .00198 .00076
of the performance analysis in this report except Dverters 612 69.0 159 .00189 .00016
%l h rc cu r fe n t sta tu s resu lts a re c lh a rlv in d ica te d . T t al 2 ,5 3 4 .0 0 6 1•Total 23,534 .00631

4.2.9 LONGITUDINAL TRIM DRAG (C,)1
, = .00188

The wind tunnel model elevator effectiseness data Total Drag:
are used to derive a longitudinal trim drag factor in C 0D
terms of the square of the elevator deflection required
for trim. The change in drag due to elevator deflec- ,,, C) r 2.

's measured at a constant lift coefficient, so the A- . X .1530

S,!e-of- '.ck increase required with up elevator
,- t comitant increase in wing drag is taken

nt as well as the basic change in parasite A comparison of the present drag status with that of
dr.. ._ to surface deflection. TUe available data the Phase I1 SST is presented in Table 4-6 for the key
are plotted as a function of Macb number in Figure flight :,egnients. It is noted that the same zero-lift drag
4-22. These values are expected to yield conservative and trim drag are assumed in both cases. Potential
drag estimates, since the wind tunnel model was imTovements achievable by wing-body blending to
rigid, whereas the SST wing is flexible ant? will twist reuce wetted area, for example, are under investiga-
as a function of elevator deflection in such a ,y as 6on. 'I he present status drag due to lift is that which
to paitiall:, compensate for the effect of elevator has beeii demonstrated by wind tunnel model tests

deflection on the require-d trimmed angle -)f attack of the SST. The Phase II SST drag due to lift repre-
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TABLE 4-2 MACH .9 DRAG AT 30,000 IFEET TABLE 4-3 MACH 1.2 DRAG AT 43,000 FEET

Friction Drag: RN - 2.57 X 10' per foot Pressure Drag.
S,

S, L RN sq. ft. Co" Cot, P
sq. it. it. X 10 ' C", Cot

q. .Wing 5970 .00470 .00400

Wing 11910 82.5 212 .00172 ,0292 Fuselage 118.2 .0340 .00057

Fuselage 6850 225 578 .0016;- o) 4 Vertical 741 .00470 .00050
Nacelles 154 .00062

Vertical 1482 37-1 95.2 .00j92 .0 l o,;1 0
Diverters 11.3 .002 .00000

Nacelles 2680 48.0 123 .O018(' .00071 Spillage & By-pass
Diverters 612 69.0 177 .00179 .00016 Airl Cond. Air Drag .00000

Total 23,534 .00584 Total .00704

(CI)V 00174 Friction Drag: RN - 1.99 X 10" per foot

Total Drag: S, L RN
sq. ft. It. x 10 C' , f

(5 MXX'ing 11910 82.5 164 .00171 .00291
S170 (1470 Fuselage 6850 225 448 .00164 .00160

Vertical 1482 37 1 73.6 .00192 .00041

Nacel!:- 2680 48.0 95.5 .00187 .00072

Dive,ters 6'2 69.0 137 .00176 .00015
Total 23,534 .)0579

1 sents the improvement which is anticipated as the (Cf)AI = .00172

result of further aerod, amic refinement during the
Phase II program as is discassed in Patagraph 4.2.8. Trim Drag: .1CV) RIM .00010

Ti incremental gains in (L/'D),. which are
expected, are 0.60 at subsonic speeds and 0.25 at Total Drag:
MTach 3 0 These increments are included in the per-

formance analysis of the SST presented in this 01293 MAX = 831
volume. ACI,

ol me.280 (CM)LtAX = .2150

The zero-lift drag and total drag existing along the
flight path during the climb and acceleration to
cruise altitude following takc off at the design weight
are illustrated in Figure 4-24 for the airplane at the 4.2.11 EFFECT OF WEATHER-VISION NOSE
end of Phase II. The maximum lift-to-drag ratios at
points along this flight path are illustrated in Figure In the preceding sections, no consideration is given
4-25 for the present status airplane as well as for the to possible effects of lowering the weather-visionnose during subsonic flight. Figure 4-33 shows th.
Phase II SST. The variation of trimmed drag coeffici- the 10 degree down position, wbich is the maximum
ent with Mach number and lift coefficient is pre- used for any condition other than the final landingsented in Figures 4-26 through 4-32 for the range of approach, has no noticeable effect on the subsonic

altitudes and speeds applicable to the operation of drag characteristics within the normal operating lift
the SST. The effect of variations in cente,-of-gravity coefficient range of the SST. These data were ob-
position on the trimmed drag coefficient is indicated tained in the low-speed wind tunnel and include the
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TABLE 4.4 MACH 2.0 DRAG AT 51,000 FEET TABLE 4-5 MACH 3.0 DRAG AT 75,000 FEET

Prt sure Drag: Piessure Drag:

sq. It. cL, Coi sq. It. Co,

Wing 5970 .00335 .00286 Wing 5970 .00182 .00155
Fuselage 118.2 .0320 .00054 Fuselage 118.2 .0320 .00054

Vertical 741 .00335 .00035 Vertical 741 .00185 .00020

Nacelles 154 .00060 Nacelles 154 .00050

Diverters 11.3 .0660 .00011 Diverters 11.3 .0660 .00011

Spillage & By-pass .00111 Spillage & By-pass .00018
Air Cond. Air Drag .00000 Air Cond. Air Drag .00003

Total .00557 Total .00311

Fritton Drag: RN 226 > 10' per foot Friction Drag: RN = 1.06 X 10" per foot

S, L RN S! L RN
sq. s. ft. X !0 C, C,, sq. It. t. > 10 C! C.t

Wing 11910 82.5 186 .00141 .00240 Wing 11910 825 87.5 .00122 .00208

Fuselage 6850 225 508 .00135 .00132 Fuselage 6850 225 239 .00116 .00114

Veitical 1482 37.1 83.8 .00158 .00033 Vertical 1482 37.1 39.3 .00140 .00030
Nacelles 2680 48.0 108 .00152 .00058 Nacelles 2680 48.0 50.9 .00133 .00051

Diverters 612 69.0 156 .00144 .00013 Diverters 612 69.0 73.1 .00127 .00011

Total 23,534 .00476 Total 23,534 .00414

(Ct ) .t= .00142 (Ct)4, =.00124

Trint Drag: (.AC,)TRI M .00007 Trim Drag.: (AC1,) rR -- .00002

Total Drag: Total Drag:

' C,, =.01040 D . = 7.56 C0  .00727 ) =.613

C 1 .420 C- 73 - = 7.)0 MXL)t/n .103

effect of the subsonic windshield which is exposed at the ground and away from the ground conditions.
when the weather-vision nose is lowered as illustrated The drag of the extended landing gear is included
by wind tunnel model photographs in Figure 4-34. and the specific points corresponding to the ground

attitude and to the important specific points along
4.2.12 ASYMMETRIC TRIM DRAG the take-off and landing flight paths are indicated.

The incremental drag resulting from inoperative Figure 4-37 shows a photograph of the wind-tunnel
model with extended landing gear.

engines, including the associated drag resulting from
the trim requirements, is illustrated in Figure 4-35
as a function of Mach number and altitude. 4.3 STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABIUTY

Static longitudinal stability considerations are pri-
.ELAmanly involved with aerodynamic center shift due to

Drag polars corresponding to the take-off and land- lift coefficient and Mach number, and zero [ft pitch-
ing configurations are shown in Figure 4-36 for both ing moments. During the development of the SST,
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TABLE 4-6 TOTAL AIRPLANE DkAG AT KEY POINTS

(Present Status vs. Phase I1 SST )

Prueugn Phd!e ii

Status SST

Altitude AC,, (I.) .AC,, IM,,, ,(it.)Coo + (.%G,)r_" CIL,,,-- D ....

.5 15000 .00631 .300 11.50 .270 12.10

.9 30000 .00584 .300 12.00 .270 12.(0

1.2 43000 .01293 .310 7.90 .280 8.31

2.0 51000 .01040 .442 7.38 .420 7.56

3.0 75000 .00727 .650 7.25 .613 7.50

emphasis was iv-n to these charactecist,s, so both fortunately, these tests are not directly applicable to
trim drag and stability levels about the operating the double-de!ta planform, and are not quantitative
centr-of-gravity locations would be satisfactory enough to permit an evaluation of Reynolds number
throughout the flight regime for all operating weights. effect.
The use of the double-delta planform shape and wing
camber and twist was found to provide the means A low speed aerodynamic center position at 29.5 per-
needed to meet these requirements. cent MAC has been adopted. Continued evaluation of

the low-speed longitudinal characteristics are to be
Low speed longitudinal characteristics are presented conducted during Phase II development to more
in Figure 4-38. As shown, the low-speed aerodynamic clearly establish the relationships between planform
center position can be adjusted by making slight shape, Reynolds number, and aerodynamic center
changes to the double-delta wing geometry. By means position.
of a slot opening in the bat, or by incorporating a
chordwise extension of the wing tip, such as shown in The low-speed lift curve slope data of Figure 4-38
Figures 4.39 and 4.40, the aerodynamic center position indicates that the SST wing does not experience a
for the higher operating C, range can be shifted four stalled flow in the normal sense, and, therefore, does
to tnc percent. This eltcct can be attributed to changes not define a minimum stall speed. A minimum speed
in the vortex flow behavior. As can be seen in Figure correspond.ng to an angle of attack of 20 degrees has
4.38, the lift and moment characteristics are strongly been selected for the SST. This method of establishing
affected by vortex flow beyond an angle of attack of a fictitious stall speed will allow defining take-off and
approxin ly 6 degrees, and slight changes to the landing speeds as percents above minimum usable
wing plantorm can exert a significant influence on speed. For the definition selected, take-off and landing
the flow pattern over the wing. speeds for the SST will be 1.20 or greater than the

minimum speed corresponding to 20 degrees angle
Flow separation near the leading edge is experienced of attack.
on the thin outboard delta wing panel because the
vortex flow field induces high upwash ahead of the The SST wing planform experiences a large increase
leading edge. The presence of local flow separation in lift due to ground effect, as shown in Figure 4-41.
suggests that Reynolds number may influence the flow Comparison of these data with large scale delta wird
characteristics. High Reynolds numbers tests on other tunnel results of Reference 4-6 is shown in Figure
wing planform shapes, which have experienced simi- 4-42. It is seen that the addition of the bat amplifies
lar vortex flow, have indicated an aft aerodynamic the ground effect since it behaves aF a lower aspect
center shift with increasing Reynolds number. Gn- ratio wing.
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FIGURE 4-39 PICTURE OF BAT SLOTS

FIGURE 4.40 PICTURE OF TIP EXTENSIONS
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The ground effect lit increment will help to reduce 4.4 LAIRAL-DRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
rate of descent near to ichdown, and provide an auto- Since airplane handlin ualities are largel deped-
matic flare effect that will benefit landing character- g q i g depe

istics. This characteristic has been observed on several ent upon realizing satisfactory static stability charac-
current aircraft that experience similar large ground teristics, extensive wind tunnel tests were conducted
effects. Figures .h43 and 4-44 show that the exten- to obtain experimental data that would permit devel-

effets.Figres 43and4-44sho tht th exen- opment of a configuration having acceptable stability
sion of the landing gear and dropping of the weather- levels. Lateral-directional considerations involve static

vision nose do not affect the longitudinal stability directional stability at high angles of attack ind high

characteristics. Subs,:nic and transonic longitudinal di e dral ei eyt in f atack and high
stability data are presented in Figure 4-45; similar speed, dihedral effect in the approach and cruise

regime, and rudder and aileron control power. Winddata at supersonic Mach numbers are presented in tunnel tests have been conducted to evaluate these

Figure 4-46. stability parameters. The results are given below to

substantiate: the stability derivative data used in esti-
All the above data are presented for the cambered mating the handling quality characteristics given in
and twisted wing shape. One benefit derived from Section 6.
this type of wing can be seen from an inspection of
the zero lift pitching moment shown in Figures 4-45 Final vertical tail geometry for the SST was i.odified
and 4-46. The moment is positive throughout the slightly from that used for the wind tunnel models,
Mach range and is, therefore, a factor that minimizes and the wind tunnel stability data must be adjusted
trim drag. The effect of wing twist on the zero-lift for tail volume coefficient differences. The corrections
moment at Mach 3 0 is shown in Figure 4-47, where required are small, since the changes in tail volume
the twisted wing is compared with data obtained are as follows:
from an untwisted wing of the same planform. An- Low Speed Model Tail Volume Coefficient
other factor affecti-2 C_.. is forebodv shape, as shown -- .0625
in Figure 4-48, which illustrates one adverse effect High Speed Model Tail Volume Coefficient
created by adoption of an external canopy. - .0720

SST Tail Volume Coefficient = .0635
Figure 4-49 presents Mach 3 data showing the
changes in lift and moment characteristics caused by Specific wind tunnel data results presented in this
reducing the mass flow through the left outboard section are as obtained using the model size vertical
engine to zero. tail. In the stability summary, Section 4.7, the stability

levels corrected to the airplane tail sizes are shown.

Longitudinal control effectiveness data are presented Low-speed directional stability characteristics are
in Figure 4-AO for low-speed conditions in and out presented in Figure 4-54, showing thee ffects of angle
of ground effect. Control effectiveness is greatly in- of attack. The favorable tail sidewash effects created
creased because of the presence of the ground. by the double-delta planform at the higher angles of

attack are apparent. No loss in directional stability
delevator control effectiveness data is gdue to ground effect is indicated by the nata in Figure

High speed 4-52. Tese data isegiven 4-55. As shown in Figures 4-56 and 4-57, the exten-
in Figures 4-51 and 4-52. These data were obtained sion of the landing gear and lowering of the weather-
from the first series model tests, but the flap area/ vision nose have no significant influence on the direc-
wing area ratio is of similar geometry. To adapt these tional characteristics. The yawing moment produced
data to the airplane configuration, control power was by an inoperative outboard engine is indicated in Fig-
assumed to be proportional to flap/wing area. Tran- ure 4-58 for zero and -50 degrees of sideslip, where
sonic elevator effectiveness i! estimated on the basis the nacelle was plugged to reduce the mass flow to
of the foregoing low speed and supersonic data and zero.
correlation with data measured on a delta wing plan- Stability levels at transonic and supersonic Mach num-
form presented in Refereace 4-3. The correlated and bers are presented in Figures 4-59 to 4-62. The reduc-
estimated SST transonic effectiveness is given in tion in stability due to increasing angle of attack is

Figure 4-53. small.
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Figure 4-63 summarizes the effects of a ventral board, mid-span. and outboard ailerons at low speed K
mounted below the aft fuselage for Mach 3 condi- is compared in Figure 4-78. These data indicate that
tions. Results indicated that a small favorable con- the inboard controls have very poor latetrl control
tribution was realized from the ventral with nacelles power. For this reason, this inboard control is used
removed. However, a similar contribution was real- only as an elevator.
ized from the addition of the nacelles, regardless of
whether the ventral was on or off. An interference Supersonic lateral control effectiveness, shown ia Fig-
flow field from the nacelles cancels out the ventral ures 4-79 and 4-80 were obtained on the first series
stability increment. Therefore, the ventral has not high speed model. The aileron geometry was sii,ilar
been incorporated on the SST. to the proposed airplane, and the data are considered

to be directly applicable. U
The effects of reducing the mass flow of an outbor
engine to zero are presented in Figure 4-64 for M;
3 conditions. Also shown is the predicted increment 4.5 HINGE MOMENT CHARACTERISTICS
in yawing moment, based on data of Reference 4-7.
This simulation of an engine failure is far more Control surface hinge moments coefficients were de-
severe than will be encountered in actual SST opera- termined using the USAF Stability and Control Meth-
tion for reasons discussed in Section 6. However, even ods Handbook for low speed and at Mach 3.0. The
under these extreme conditions, the steady state rud- variation with Mach number was estirmated using the
der angle required for zero sideslip angle is estimated experimental trends indicated in the referenced
to be only 6 degrees at the cruise attitude. NASA reports. Figure 4-81 presents the data for the

elevator, devon, and rudder surfaces.
Low-speed wind tunnel data showing lateral char-
acteristics are presented in Figures 4-65 and 4-66
showing effects of angle of attack and ground effect. 4.6 ROTARY STABILITY DERIVATIVE
The effects of gear extension and weather-vision nose CHARACTERISTICS
position are shown to have insignificant effects in
Figures 4-67 and 4-68. Three general types of data or information were used

in obtaining rotary stability derivatives for the SST.
A simulation of a low-speed engine failure situation The most applicable source of data was taken from
is presented in Figure 4-69, showing that the incre- forced oscillztion tests of geometrically similar mod-
mental rolling moment caused by zero mass flow els such as found in References 6-13 and 6-14. Data
through an outboard duct is small. for the primary damping derivatives such as C,.q, C, 

Supersonic lateral characteristics are presented in Fig- and C, were obtained from these sources. When
uesoni70 ea 4-71,howinerts of Mahenmbe r g required, these data were corrected for wing and tailures 4-70 and 4-71, showing effects of Mach number planform and fuselage shape. In the absence of corn-
and angle of attack. Rolling moments produced by a plete speed or configuration data from the first type
Plugged outboard engin ne ellemat Mach 3.0 are of information, References 6-18 through 6-21 andshown in Figure 4-72. The estimated increment based 6-23 were used as a second type to obtain character-

istic trends with speed, shape or angle of attack. This •

Low-speed directional control power characteristics type of data was required on nearly all rotary deriva- 3
of tives. The third general form of information wasare presented in Figure 4-73 for various anglesof obtained from theoretical or empirical methods as

attack. The effect of partial span rudder deflection found in References 6-6, 6-15, 6-16 and 6-22. These
is given in Figure 4-74. Figure 4-75 presents super- sources were used to correlate the test data and ex-sonic rudder effectiveness datasucswr sdt orlt h etdt n xtend test results in speed and angle of attack. This

The effect of angle of attack on low-speed lateral latter form of information was required for estimat-
control power is shown in Figure 4-76 There is no ing the "cross-derivatives" such as C., and C,,. Com-
loss in aileron effectiveness at high angles. The effect binations of all sources were used whenever possibic
of sdeslip on aileron effectiveness is presented in to develop the rigid rotary stability characteristics
Figure 4-77 The relative lateral control power of in- which are presented in Figures 4-82 to 4-84.
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4.7 SUMMARY OF BASIC AERODYNAMIC 4.8 WIND TUNNEL PROGRAM (3.2.6)SDATA The speed-altitude spectrum of the SST is new to

Lift and drag characteristics used for performance commercial aviation and there is little background of

analysis, and stability and control derivatives used for military experience from which to draw knowledge.

handling quality evaluations are summarized in this Therefore, it will he necessary to lean heavily on
section. These data are derived from the wind tunnel laboratory testing to provide simulation of the SSTresults previously pre ented but include corrections flight environment. The proposed wind tunnel pro-

for Reynolds number and small geometry differences gram has been con:eived with the belief that thu ugh
between model and airplane. These summary data testing is mandatory to assure an optimum .esign

also incorporate the predicted aerodynamic improve- for this new flight egimr. It is preliminary in nature

ments that will be achieved at the end of the Phase 11 and will finally be established following consultation

study program. Drag characteristics are presented in with FAA personnel.
Figure 4-85, gixing the variation of zero lift drag, C,,, Both contractor and NASA tunnel facilities will be

drag due to lift, ACIC, , and lift-drag ratio, L/D,
.. utilized to support the program. Initial develop-

with Mach number. These values reflect full-scale mental type testing will be carried out in the con-
estimates, with all drig penalties for propulsion, trim tractor's wind tunnels. Multi-purpose models will be
and miscellaneous items included. The data clearly utilized where advisable. As noted in the Master Po-
indicated a low transonic drag rise increment and high gram Pi, most models will be tested several times
maximum lift-drag r;,tios which are a result of the during the program.
cambered and twisted double-delta wing planform
shape. Trimmed drag polar curves are presented in The aerodynamic concept fe.tures a relatively new
Figure 4-86 for typical subsonic, transonic and super- type of wing planform shap, which has not yet re-
sonic cruise Mach numbers. The low-speed drag ceived extensive theoretical and experimental study
polar presented in Figure 4-87 is applicable for all low by industry and go-Imment facilities. From the
speed flight regimes, since the SST does not employ analyses and wind tunnel evaluations conducted to
either leading or trailing edge high-lift devices. In- date, significant aerodynamic improvements have
crements in drag for landing gear extension and in- been achieved in many key areas, potential improve-
operative engine operation are noted on Figure 4-87. ments have been indicated iM* others, and still other

areas of potential improvement renain unexplored.

Basic static longitudinal stability parameters are sum- The proposed program continues this developmental

marized in Figures 4-88 to 4-90. Figure 4-90 presents type testing to assure an cptimum fina; czcnfiguration.

the rigid wing aer)dynamic center shift and positive
zero lift pitching moment characteristics for scveral Thc wind tunnel tcst plan is outlincd bclow. A corte-

C,. ranges. The effects of flexibility on aerodramic sponding test schedule has been coordinated with the

center, discussed in Section 6, are illutrat-J fco one g Master Program Plan presented in Volume M-I. This

flight along the flight profile in Figure 4-91> Rigid wind tunnel schedule is presented for reference in

wing longitudinal control effectivenes,- is sumiA.arized Figure 4-96. The testing will support essentially all

in Figure 4-92. TIhe effects of flexibility fo any par- of the technical activities. In particular, the vital areas
ticular flight condition are considered separately and of aerodynamic configuration development, airloads
are discussed in Section 6. and temperature distribution, engine inlet and ex-

haust system development, and flight dynamics will
utilize the wind tunnel tests.

Rigid wing lateral-directional characteristics as a func-
tion of Mach number are presented in Figure 4-93. A close liaison with NASA personnel will be main-

The relatively high directional stability at high tained throughout the program. This is considered
airplane attitudes can be attributed to favorable side- especially important during the initial phases of the

wash created by the bat. Rudder control effectiveness work. NASA's experience with the SST flight regime
and lateral control power characteristics are summar- through many years of wind tunnel tesiqg and 6e

ized in Figures 4-94 and 4-95. Effects of flexibility X-15 flight program will be utilized in developing the

are considered in Section 6. model configura';ons and planning the tests.
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4.8.1 AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION of the unitary complex is anticipated for this model
DEVELOPMENT TESTS in Phase II.

The aerodynamic configuration will be optimized Following development of the aerodynamic configu-
through a aeries of wind tunnel tests covering the ration, a model will be constructed to permit measure- jj
complete Mach number range of the airplane. mcnt of the dynamic stability devatives. These tests
Several models will be involved. Tests will include will be conducted in a NASA facility and will include
low speed tests in and out of ground effect and at measurements of the damping in pitch, yaw and roll,
angles of attack from -10 , + 40 degrees. Basic and the rotary stability derivatives. Measurements
measurements will include lift, drag, and the static will be carried out over the design Mach number
stability and control derivatives. The low speed tests range. A single test series is anticipated for this model
wil! include evluation of various devices to improve in Phase I.
take-off and landing performance and low speed qight
characteristics. These tests will be conducted in the
Lockheed 8 x 12 ft. low speed wind tunnel. The 4.B.2 AIRLOAD TESTS
model will be designed to permit evaluation of com- Basic airloads wilh be determined through wind
ponent effects in classic model buildup studies. Items tunnel tests of pressure distribution models. These
wiil include nacelles, fuselage afterbody and vertical models will aiso incorpoiate strain gage supported
tail. components where advisable to permit direct meas-

Configuration development at high Mach number urement of loads. e~ich items will include landing

will be carried out in the Rye Canyon 4 ft. supersonic gear doors, the variable geometry forebody, and cer-tain elemnents of the nacelle inlet ar,- exhaust system. |
wind tunnel. Mach number will range from high thia
subsonic through transonic to Mach 3.0. Measure- Two models are anticipated for this work; a low

ments will include lift, drag, and the static stability speed model designed for testing in the 8 x 12 ft. low

and control derivatives. Elevon hinge moment meas- speed tunnel, and a high speed model designed for
uren ts may be included in these tests pending tests in the Rye Canyon 4 ft. supersonic wind tunnel.further consmideation. Development tests will ng Two tunnel entries for each model are planned. The

carried out in the tunnel on the wing planform frst entry will be early in the program to permit pre-
arrangemeant, spanwise thickness distribution, san- liminary measurement of the loads, and the secondwise cariibei and twist distibution, and chordwise entry later in the program with the final configura-

tion. These tests are discussed further in Volume
camber distribution. Smiliar tests of nacelle geometry i V, Para rap 2 u3t im

and location effects will also be carried out. A-IV, Paragraph 2.3.5.

Se"era! tunnel entries with these models will be in- 4.8.3 HEAT TRANSFER TE5TS
volved in the configuration development and the test
data will support the basic aerodynamic analysis. The Two heat transfer models are planned for tests in the

high Reynolds number capability of the supersonic Rye Canyon 4 ft. supersonic wind tunnel. The first

tunnel will permiit evaluation of the effects of Reyn- model will be of small scale and will utilize the heat

olds number on certain critical aerodynamic parame- sensitive paint technique to qualitatively establish

ters such as drag due to lift as it is affected by leading heat patterns. From this information regions of signi-

edge radius and camber. ficant flow interference and shock impingement will
be determined and utilized in the design of a quanti-

A refined model of the final configuration, as devel- tative heat transfer model.
oped from the above testing, will be built for the
NASA unitary tunnel complex. It will be of a rela- The quantitative model will be designed to evaluate
tively large scale and constructed to allow complete heat transfer rates over critical areas of the airframe. -I
model buildup in the tunnel for evaluation of the The use of the insulated plug technique is planned.
scparatc component effects. The final lift, drag and Tests will be conducted over the upper Mach number
static stabi!ity and control derivatives will be gener- regime. A single tunnel entry for each of the heat I
ated from these tests. The size of the model will per- transfer models is anticipated. These tests are dis-
rnit atteiition to small detail. Usc of all three tunnels cussed further in Volume A-VII, Paragraph 6.4.
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4.8.4 ENGINE INLET AND EXHAUST vehicle, but Mach effects will not be represented.

DEVELOPMENT TESTS However, the relative simplicity of the subsonic model

Engine inlet configuration development testing will and the ease with which it can be modified makes it
be cargied out in the Rye Canyon 4 ft. supersonic wind a very useful tool for experimental flutter analysis.
tunnel utilizing a model of the engine air intake sys- Two tunnel ntries for ttis model are anticipated.
tern, including the variable ramp and bypass systems. The initial flutter analysis performed on the early
The inlet will be optimized by evaluating the effects configurations will be checked by tests of a complete
of subsonic diffuser geometry, bleed configuration, dynamically similar model in a suitable NASA
diverter arrangement, and cowl lip angles. The model facility. The model will be designed to provide simu-
will include, where appropriate, a segment of the lation of ali signicant modes of the wing, fuselage
adjacent wing planfo-m to assure a proper matching and vertical tail. The model influence coefficient and
(,f the inlet flow field. Mach number for these tests vibration characteristics will be determined prior to
will range from high subsonic to Mach 3.0, Extensive the wind tunnel tests. Test conditions will cover the
pressure distribution measurements will be taken over total Mach number range. Flutter testing is discussed
the cowl lips, inlet ramp, and across the engine face. further in Volume A-IV, Paragraph 3.2.
Flow distortion at the engine face will be carefully
studied in these tests Sufficient data will be taken to 4.8.6 ICING TESTS
permit design of the inlet control system. Several The extreme sweep angle of the wing makes predic-
tunnel entries -.e anticipated for this model. tion of ice accretion difficult. "herefore, wing panel
A large scale model of the final duct inlet conhgura- icing tests are planned. These tests will be carried out
tion is planned for tests in the NASA unitary tunnel in the Lewis Laboratory or the Lockheed icing
complex. The tests will be conducted over the signi- tunnels. The shape and degree of ice accumulation
ficant Mach number spectrum. The model will in- during takeoff, descen,, Pnd loiter operations will be
dude a scaled operational version of the actual inlet evaluated from these tests. A single tunnel entry for
control system. The primary purpose of these tests this model is anticipated. Aerodynamic testing to
will be to measuze inlet recovery characteristics and determine the effects of ice buildup on the flight
flow distortion at the engine face, and to permit characteristics will be carried out to complete the
evaluation of the inlet control system. evaluation.

Small scale tunnel tests on bleed and other aero- Engine inlet tests similar to those noted above for
dynamic subsystems are planned for the Lockheed the wing will likewise be carried out in the Lewis or
Propulsion Tunnel. Where significant, these tests may Lockheed icing tunnel. Susceptibility of the engine
be conducted at elevated stream stagnation tempera- inlet to icing and the resulting effects on internal flow
tures to provide thermodynamic simulation. will be studied, and the need for ice protection deter-

nined. A single tunncl entry is anticipated for this
4.8.5 FLUTTER TESTS work These tests are discussed further in Volume A-

Initial flutter testing will be carried out on a series of VII, Secion 7.

simple semi-span solid aluminum models of the wing
planform to checl: the flutter aerodynamics used in
the initial fLatter analysis. These models will have The need for testing various air intake and exhaust
provisions for simulating fixed mass items such as configurations necessary for primary and secondary
engine nacelles. A similar model of the vertical tail subsystems has not yet been determined. However, it is
will be tested. Tests will be conducted over a Mach likely that some special testing will be needed in this
number range from 0.8 to 3.0 in the Lockheed 4 ft. area. This is particularly true in those cases where
supersonic wind tunnel. Two or three tunnel entries supersonic exhaust involving thrust recovery will be
are planned for this model. utilized.

A complete airplane flutter model will be tested in Ice protection for the pressure pickups for the air data
the 8 x 12 ft. low speed tunnel. It will have appro- system has not been determined. If analysis shows
priate mass, stiffness and dynamic pressure scaling tests to be necessary they may be carried out in the

for high subsonic flight conditions of the full scale Lockheed icing tunnel.

LOCKHEED
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SECTION 5 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE (3.2.7)

5.1 INTRODUCTION pounds as compared to a payload of 10,000 pounds
fVolume A-V presents operational for the current status airplane. The improvements in

This section of ll pses operaic range and payload capability indicated for the devel-
data on the SST for all phases of flight. Basic oped SST are achic,cd on tue basis of improvcments

payload-range information, including block speeds that can be obtained by continued development in the
and block fuels, are shown together with the effect areas of aerodynamiL drag, structural weight, equip-of such other operational facto~s as constant altitude ment weighs, and engine specific fuel con~umptior

cruise, non-standard enroute temperatures, and wind, and weight. The expected improvements in these

In addition, the effect of variations in acceleration and w e The mod et i mpovmue s I n the -

soni be).-t i!vel frm te secifed alu of2.0 areas are all modest, realistic values that do not re-
sonic bo, ivels from the specified value of 2.0 quire any significant extension of the present state-
pounds per square foot are sown. Subsonic operat- of-the-art to accomplish. For example, the expected

ing information at various altitudes, and the capabil- improvement in supersonic L/D at Mach 3.0 is only
ities of the airplane under various emergencies .25 and the improvement in subsonic Li'D is .60.
requiring comp!etion of the flight at subsonic spteds, Further work on structural and equipment weights
are shown. Specifically, both single engine and is expected to yield a 5 percent improvement in
multiple engine failures are considered. In addition, weight empty. In addition, due to the conservative
information is presented on climb performance, approach taken by the engine manufactirer in regard
cruise nautical miles per pound, normal and emer- to engine turbine operating temperatures and engine
gency descent, and holding fuel consumption. weights, an improvement in cruise specific fuel con-

The body of operational data presented is that of the sumption in the order of 1.5 to 2.0 percent appears

supersonic transport as it will be at the end of Phase feasible and a weight improvement of 5 ptrcent is

II, when actual production orders would be taken. a possibility.
Some elements of the performance basis of the air- The airport performance capabilities of the SST,
plane and the weight of both the airframe and eng:ne which are substantially the same as those classified
arc somewhat better than can be completely substan- as current status, are presented and discussed in detail
tiated by wind tunnel and design analysis data at in Paragraph 5.8.

* this ile.
In order that the differences in performance between 5.2 DESIGN FLIGHT PROFILE

the current status of the SST i.nd the developed status The design flight profile and detailed flight segment
at the end of Phase If be made perfectly clear, it is information is presented in Figure 5-2 for the design
pointed out that the improvements which are expected range of 3470 nautical miles (4000 statute miles)
by continued research and development during this with 30,000 pounds of payload. The ramp weight is
period are confined primarily to the cruise regimes. 453,000 pounds and 3000 pounds of fuel are con-
The take-off and landing performance and the in- sumed during taxi and holding prior to take-off.
operative engine climb performance presented in this
report are equally applicable to the current status and The noise abated take-off is conducted at a weight
the Phase I developed SST airplanen of 450,000 pounds at a thrust setting corresponding

to 79 percent of the maximum available thr-st which
The payioad-range capabilities of the current status is slightly greater than minimum duct heating value
and the developed SST are shown in Figure 5-1. At and will limit the airport noise so that 112 Pndb is

I the design range of 3,470 nautical miles, the devel- never exceeded at ni,, point one mile from the
oped SST, at its design take-off gross weight of runway. The FAA take-off airport length required
450,000 po,.nds, has a payload capability of 30,000 at this power setting is 9750 feet for a standard

LOClIK EDI volume A-V page 5-1
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+15'C day. This compares to a maximum thrust Additional details of the climb profile are illustrated
FAA take-off distance of 8150 feet for the same in Figure '-3 which shows that the changes in flight
operating conditions. path angle required to follow the operational c'imb

Thc cnimb out is continued at the take-off thrust set- and boom profiles are small and can easily be accom-

ting to an altitude of 2500 feet. This hrust setting plished by the pilot without discomfort to the passen- I
is maintained during a brief acceleration at 2StW) feet gers. During the initial part of the climb at the con-

to the operational climb speed of 360 knots calibrated stant speed of 30 knots CAS and constant powet

airspeed. This speed is maintained during the climb setting at minimum duct heat, the flight path angle
up to 43,000 feet and Mach 1.2. Minimum duct heat v.-ries gradually from 7.6 degrees at low altitude to

thrust is employed for climb below 30,000 feet and 1.8 degrees at 30,000 feet where the thrust is in-thrut i emloyd fr cimb elo 300 eetand creased to maximum duct heat and the flight path
maximum duct heat thrust is employed at all higher
altitudes, changes smoothly to 6.1 degiees. The part of the

climb path controlled by th- sonic boom requirment
At 43,000 feet and Mach 1.2 the condition for a sonic is reached at an altitude of 43,000 feet. At this point
boom overpressure of 2.0 psf at the ground is reached the flight path angle has reduced to 1.4 degrees and
and the airplane is accelerated with maximum thrust continues to d :rease as the SST follows the boom
along the 2.0 psf sonic boom line shown in Figure path. It is an,.zipated that this boom path can be
3-8 to 550 knots CAS at an altitude of approximately flown manually by maintaining constant rates of climb
52,000 feet. The climb is continued at 550 knots CAS and breaking the boom path into two straight !ine
and aloig the duct pressure limit line shown in Figure segments.
3-8 to Mach 3.0 at cruise altitude. The initial cruise
altitude for maximum range operation is reached at I
approximately 70,000 feet. A climbing cruise at Mach At the end of the boom path corresponding to Mach
3.0 is conducted with partial duct heat thrust to a 2.!4 at 51,000 feet the climb path changes in order
final cruise altitude of approximately 77,000 feet. to follow the operational climb speed of 550 knots
Sonic boom overpressures during cruise range from CAS and the flight path angle is increased by 1.5
1.5 psf at the initial altitude to 1.2 psf at the final degrees in a mild pull-up maneuver. The normal
altitudes, acceleration forces experienced by the passengers can V

-A3 the " " SST is deceler- be limited to approximately 0.05g if the 550 knot
ated at cruise altitude with minimum duc-hea trust CAS speed is anticipated by as little as 6 knots or
to a Mach imomber of approximately 2.2 correspond- 0.01 in Mach number. In this way the pull-up is
ing to aT~tv4.6darsspecd o 3.Qkpots. The descent initiated earl) and the flight speeds rerrain slightly -

is then initiated and is continued at 330 knots less than the 550 knot CAS design speed.
CAS,>,-ffi~iImmi..4 thrust to-altitudeof

t eet at which point the thrust is reduced to
the flight idle setting and is maintained at this setting During the remaining climb to cruise altitude the

at al! lower altitudes. Between 55,000 fet.and flight path angle decreases slowly from 1.7 degrees
45,000 feet the descent speed is re ightly to to 1.1 degrees as shown in Figure 5-3. As the cruise
37Umt Fie itef m overpressure to altitude is approached the thrust is reduced so that
. PSt. nctime required for the descent is approxi- the flight path approaches the horizontal. This round-

mately 24 rinutes, so that the cabin rate of descent out maneuver can begin at 68,000 feet where the rate
is less than 300 feet per minute. of climb is 3300 feet per minute and 36 seconds are

The landing is accomplished at a weight of approxi- available to the pilot before the initial cruise altitude
mately 255,000 pounds including normal fuel re- of 70,000 feet would have been reached. A gradual

serves and the required FAA landing airport length reduction in thrust to the cruise setting coupled with

is 7050 feet. The reserve fuel for normal operation a mild push-over to an incremental normal accelera-
is computed as 7 percent of the block fuel plus the tion of less than 0.02 g will enable the SST to reach
fuel required to continue the cruise an additional 260 cruise altitude without overshoot or discomfort to 1
nautical miles and hold for one-half hour at 15,000 the passengers. Sufficient time is available for the
feet altitude. pilot to adjust the altitude and thrust level manually.
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5.3 MACH 3.0 RANGE-PAYLOAD Under actual operating practice, the scheduled range

CHARACTERISTICS can be maintained regardless of the ambient air

temperature. The effect of temperature may be con,-
The range-payload characteristics of the SST for pensated for by the use of a small part of the normal
Mach 3.0 cruise-climb operation are shown in Figure reserve fuel. The SST will ily the standard day range

5-4. At the design range of 3470 nautical miles a values at temperatures 10 degrees centigrade above

payload capability of 30,000 pounds is realized which standard by using only 7,050 pounds of the normal

corresponds to 125 passengers and baggage plus 5000 reserve fuel which is only one-half of the 7 percent
pounds of cargo. This flight is accomplished at a of block fuel contingency reserve specified by the

block speed of 1240 knots including the assumption FAA Request for Proposal. Use of the entire 7 per-
of 15 minutes ground maneuver time, and the corre- cent of the contingency reserve makes the hot day

sponding block fuel is 198,383 pounds including 3000 range capability coincident with the cold day values
pounds of fuel consumed prior to take-off. The maxi- as shown in Figure 5-6.
mum international payload of 4,875 pounds can be
carried to a range of 3020 nautical miles, and a ferry The SST airframe and engine are designed structur-
range of 4000 nautical miles is available with approx- ally for temperatures corresponding to operation at
imately 10,000 pounds of payload. Mach 3.0 on a standard day. For ambient tempera-

tures less than standard the maximum operational

The effect on range and payload of operation at Mach speed remains at Mach 3.0. For ambient temperatures

3.0 at constant altitudes rather than in the cruise- greater than standard, however, the operational Mach

climb mode is shown in Figure 5-5. A constant alti- number is reduced to maintain the total temperature

tude of 74,000 feet yields the greatest range for this at the design value. At 10 degrees centigrade above

type of operation. With 30,000 pounds of payload standard, for example, the Mach number is reduced

the available range is reduced approximately 40 miles to 2.9. Since the speed of sound increases with in-

with respect to the cruise-climb mode of cperation. creasing temperature the true airspeed is affected to

For transcontinental flights with maximum payload, a less degree than the Mach number. Figure 5-6

a wide latitude is possible with no measurable effect shows that for temperatures 10 degrees centigrade

on the operating economics. A comparison of Figures above standard during the entire flight, the block

5-4 and 5-5 shows no discernible change either in speed is affected only slightly. For temperature vari-

block speed or block fuel for constant altitude oper- ations occurring only during the climb phase the

ation as compared to cruise climb operation. effect on block speed is negligible.

The effect on the range-payload characteristics of The effect of wind on the Mach 3.0 range is shown

ambient temperatures above and below the tandard in Figure 5-7. An average headwind of 25 knots is

values is indicated in Figure 5-6. For the purpose the maximum expected 80 percent of the time and
oflustrio, idatempenFiure 5-.n Fof 10eres affects the range by 60 nautical miles.of illustration, a temperature variation of 10 degrees

centigrade above and below the standard temperature
is chosen and these temperatures are Pssumed to The basic range-payload data presented thus far in-
apply throughout the flight. Examination of weather cludes a climb schedule which prevents the sonic

records shows that at the high altitudes, the tempera- boom overpressure from exceeding, 2.0 psf at ground
ture variation from standard will be less than 10 level. For flights originating at points for which the
degrees centigrade over 99 percent of the time, so sonic boom restriction need not be a consideration
the probability of the occurrence of these extreme an increase in maximum range is available. Figure
temperatures throughout the entire flit'it is very 5-8 shows itat an increase in payload of approxi-
remote. Temperature variations will be encountered mately 4000 lbs can be realized or an increase in

during the climb more frequently than daring the range of more than 100 nautical miles results when

cruise. The effect of temperature variations encoun- the ground overpressure is limited to 2.5 psf rather

tered only during the climb phase on toti's range is than to 2.0 psf. The corresponding increase in block

approximately 10 nautical miles per degree centi- speed is 40 knots or more than three percent. The use

grade. of climb schedules which limit the ground over-
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pressure to less than 2.0 psf would penalize the long The effect on range-payload of constant cruise alti-
range performance, but will have only a small effect rude operation as compared with cruise-climb opera- I
for shorter range flights. Figure 5-8 shows that for lion is illustrated in Figure 5-12. The constant
transcontinental ranges vith maximum payload rela- altitude for best long range flights is 35,000 feet
tively small changes in block speed and bock fuel and the maximum range with full payload is 2780
result from reducing the ground overpressure to nautical miles which is approximately 40 nautical
1.7 psf. It is possible that some of the above gains miles less than is available for the cruise-climb case.
can be realized if refined knowledge of the sonic Examination of Figure 5-12 shows that both blockboom and estimation techniques permitted reduced Eaiaino iue51 hw htbt lc
boomtdestimaelation, tehniuespespeed and block fuel are very insensitive to the choice if
altitudes fo,- acceleration.

of operating altitude, so that compite flexibility
The effect of variations in empty weight on the Mach with respect to traffic control demands is possible
3.0 range capability is illustrated in Figure 5-9 foc without an economic penalty.
a take-off weight of 450,000 lb and a payload of
30,000 pounds. The range is seen to vary linearly The effect of wind on the subsonic range capability
with empty weight at a rate of 29 nautical miles for is shown in Figure 5-13. The average winds used for
each 1000 pound change in empty weight. The effect illustration are a 50 knot headwind and a 25 knot
of using reserve fuel to extend the Mach 3.0 range tailwind corresponding to the maximum average
capability is shown in Figure 5-10. For the design effective winds expected 80 percent of the time for
flight of 3470 nautical miles with 30,000 pounds of subsonic operation. These winds are applied through-
payload the reserve fuel specified by the FAA Re- out the entire flight.
quest for Proposal definition is 34,600 pounds. The
range varies bY approximately 29 nautical miles for
each 1000 pound change in reserve fuel. 5.5 EMERGENCY OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

The tota! range capability of the SST in emergency
5.4 SUBSONIC RANGE-PAYLOAD operation following the failure of a single outboard

CHARACTERISTICS engine at various points during a Mach 3.0 cruise-

When subsonic cruise operation is intended, the climb climb flight is illustrated in Figure 5-14 for the maxi-
to cruise altitude is conducted at the thrust setting mum payload of 45,875 pounds and for the design
corresponding to the maximum dry thrust rating of range payload of 30,000 pounds. The boundary
the engiln The subsonic cruise Mach number for showing the point of no return is indicated. To the
maximum fuel economy is 0.91 corresponding to the lcft of this boundary the piot may elect either to
foot of the transonic drag rise and the cruising alti- return to the point of departure, or to continue the
rude varies from 30,000 feet to 40,000 feet as a func- flight. To the right of the boundary he must continue
tion of weight. to the destination. The decision to return or to con-

The range-payload characteristics for subsonic cruise- tinue may be deferred until well past the midpoint.

climb operation are shown in Figure 5-11. The maxi- In the event of such an emergency it is permissible
mum payload can be carried to a range 2820 nautical to use a part of the basic reserve fuel in order to reach
miles wlhich is far more than adequate for any con- the destination. The minimum reserve fuel for emer-
ceivable subsonic application. It is of interest that gency operation is defined by the FAA Request for
this range is 200 nautical miles less than is available Proposal as that required for 15 minutes holding at
at Mach 3.0. Block speeds at transcontinental ranges 15,000 feet altitude before landing. Figure 5-14
are approximately 490 knots. At a shorter range of shows that in the event of failure of a single outboard
500 nautical miles the block speed is approximately engine at any point during the cruise, the flight may
400 knots. The subsonic range-payload analysis em- be continued at Mach 3.0 to a range greater than the
ploy:; tie same allowances for ground maneuver fuel destination range. The SST will arrive at the destina-
as fo: the supersonic case and the descent procedure tion on schedule with fuel reserves in excess of the
and reserve fuel definitions are identical. minimum requirement.
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Supersonic flight at Mach 3.0 with an inoperative In the extremely remote event of a failure of a cabin
engine does not impose any hazard, since the SST is window the SST makes an emergency descent to
easily controllable in the event of a second engine 10,000 feet. With the cabin at ambient pressure at
failure on the same side. Should such a second fail- that altitude the hole is sealed with a plug which is
ure occur, however, it is necessary to continue the carried for this contingency. The cabin is repres-
flight at subsonic speed after a normal descent to a surized and the airplane climbs to altitude and con-
lower altitude in order to reach the destination. The tinues to the destination in four-engine long-range
lower part of Figure 5-1, shows the total range cruise operation. The emeigency range available in
capability following the simultaneous failure of two this case is 3720 nautical miles assuming a window
engines on the same side. Over the majority of the failure at mid-point.
cruise segment the destination range can be exceeded.

The upper part of Figure 5-15 shows for comparison 5.6 RANGE-PAYLOAD ANALYSIS DATA
'he total emergency range available following fail- All of the basic data required for the analysis of
ure of a single outboard engine wherein the remainder the range-payload characte:ristics of the SST are
of the flight is conducted at subsonic speec A com- presented in this section. The fuel required for
parison of these results with those of Figure 5-14 ground maneuvering prior to take-off and the fuel
shows that the available emergency range for con- required to take-off and climb out to an altitude of
tinuation at subsonic speed is essentially equal to that 2500 feet totals 8760 pounds as tabulated in Fig-
available for continuation at Mach 3.0. ure 5-2. The time, distance, and fuel required to

The SST can also reach its destination range fol- accelerate at 2500 feet to the operational climb speed
of 360 knots CAS and to climb and accelerate tolowing cabin depressurization even under the most Mach 3.0 at cruise altitude is presented in Figure 5-17improbable sequence of failures resulting in the com- for standard day conditions. Similar data for ambient

plete loss of the cooling capability. This would re- t anard 10 d i ti gr a fo r a ndard

quire a simultaneous failure of both independent and 10 degrees centigrade below standard are pre-
systems which are in themselves multiply protected. sented iv, Figures 5-18 and 5-19, respectively. Min-
Should this occur, however, the SST can make an imum duct heating thrust is employed below 30,000
emergency descent to an altitude of approximately feet and maximum duct heating thrust is employed
20,000 feet and fly at the design speed which cor- above 30,000 feet. The Mach r. :mber-altitude rela-
responds to 0.8 Mach number at that altitude. Under tionship on which the climb to cruise altitude is
these conditions ram air from the engine air inlets based is shown for the three temperature conditions
is sufficient to maintain the cabin pressure at the in Figure 5-20. The time, distance, and fuel to climb
equivalent of 10,000 feet. At Mach 0.8 the ram air to cruise altitude on subsonic flights is presented in
entering the cabin will be at a temperature of approx- Figure 5-21 and corresponds to operation at the maxi-
imately 45 degrees Fahrenheit and cooling is not mum dry thrust rating.
required. Cruising fuel-economy data are shown in Figures 5-22

At 20,000 feet altitude and Mach 0.8 the engines and 5-23 for supersonic and subsonic operation at
are operating at relatively low power settings result- standard day conditions and for temperatures 10
ing in relatively high specific fuel consumption. More degrees centigrade above standard. The effects of
economical flight is possible if one engine is shut constant altitude operation arnd cruise-climb opera-
down and the flight is continued on three engines. tion is inciuded for both Mach ranges.
This type of operation is required in this case to
reach the destination. As a conservatism an outboard The time, distance, and fuel required for normal
engine is assumed shut down. The total range avail- descents from the final Mach 3.0 cruise altitude are
able with three e,ines operating from the mid-point shown in Figure 5-24. The time for deceleration
the destination is shown in Figure 5-16 as a func- from Mach 3.0 to the initial descent speed of 330
tion of cruise altitude for the design range payload knots CAS is included on this Figure as is indicated.
of 30,000 pounds. At 20,000 feet with emergency The actual normal descent time from 80,000 feet
reserves the destination range is attained exactly. altitude is found to be 28 minutes. The descent speed
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at lower altitudes is reduced to 320 knots CAS to 5.8 AIRPORT PERFORMANCE (3.2.7.1)
meet the required ground overpressure limit of 1.5 Analysis of airport performance, in terms of FAA
psf. This same speed of 320 knots is used for normal take-off and ianding field lengths, operating speeds,
descents from the final subsonic cruise altitudes as climb gradients, and airport noise, is presented in this
well. Therefore, the descent segment for subsonic section in accordance with the considerations and
flights can be determined incrementally from Fig- requirements of references 5-1 and 5-2. It is shownI
ure 5-24 with the aid of the final subsonic cruise that the proposed SST cLn satisfactorily meet all take-
altitude information furnished in Figure 5-32. The off objectives at maximum take-off weight using
emergency descent characteristics are presented in proper take off noise abatement power procedures,
Figure 5-25 and are computed at the structural de- and will easily accomplish landing requirements. The
sign speeds shown in Figure 3-8. The landing gear proposed airplane is not over demanding with regard v
is extended to increase the rate of descent at the to operating techniques and conditions, having inher-
gear design speed of 360 knots which is equivalent ent performance margins that will allow for errors.
t:i 0.9 Mach number at approximately 25,000 feet. in rotation and climb out speed, and operation on
It is seen that the time to descend from the super- wet runways. Use of high altitude airports or hot day
sonic cruise altitudes to 10,000 feet is approximately ambient temperature conditions is possible without
13 minutes. need for off loading of fuel or payload. A miss-set

longitudinal trim setting at take-off does not result
Fuel flow information from which holding perform- in any loss of control effectiveness and can be over- .
ance can he computed is presented in Figures 5-26 powered with a relatively small force _ 15 pounds)
and 5-27 as a function of Mach number, weight and and does not represent an operational hazard. Take
altitude for standard day conditions. Holding fuel off and landing speeds reflect greater margins over
consumption for the range-payload analyses herein minimum speed than do the current supersonic jet
are computed on the basis of operation at 15,000 airplanes and the SST thereby offers greater safety
feet altitude at the speed for minimum drag. margins when maneuvering or when encountering

turbulence at low speed. During approach, there are F
no large trim shifts and drag changes due to adjust-

5.7 FLIGHT PERFORMANCE DAIA ment of high lift devices requiring continual thrust
monitoring. Approach visibility is better than realized

The rates of climbj along the operational climb sched- with current jets, because of the weather-vision nose.
ule for supersonic flights are presented for several After touchdown, landing spoilers are not required
temperature conditions in Figures 5-28 through 5-30. to destroy wing lift and improve braking capability.
Minimum duct heat thrust is used at altitudes below The six wheel bogey landing gear, equipped with
30,000 feet and maximum duct heat thrust is used individual modulated anti-skid devices, provides
at all higher altitudes. The rate of climb with maxi- improved braking characteristics or wet as well as
mum dry thrust used for subsonic flights is shown in dry runways. In the following sections, consideration I
Figure 5-31. The operational climb speed for sub- of airport noise as it affects :v~port performance is
sonic flights corresponds to 360 knots CAS below presented. A further discussion of noise is given in
30,000 feet and 0.9 Mach number above 30,000 feet. Section 7.2.
Service ceiling capabilities at Mach 3.0 with maxi-
mum duct heat thrust and at Mach 0,91 with maxi- 5.8.1 TAKE-OFF FIELD LENGTHS

mum dry thrust are shown as a function of weight The power plant for the SST, which is sized for
in Figure 5-32. The altitudes corresponding to cruise- transonic acceleration and cruise thrust, has the
climb operation at Mach 0.91 and Mach 3.0 are potential of providing extremely high static thrust for
included for comparison. The cruise altitudes are take-off operation, using full duct heating augmenta-
well below the ceilings indicating tiiat adequate tion. At design take-off gross weight, the thrust/
thrust margin is available for altitude control. The weight ratio is .40 for standard day conditions. Re-
trai, sonic acceleration characteristics along the flight quired balanced field length take-off distances for
path for a typical 2 psf overpressure climb profile various weights using this maximum thrust level are
are shown in Figure 5-33 as a function of Mach given in Figure 5-34. Effects of operating airport
number, weight, and altitude. altitudes and temperatures are also shown. For a
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standard plus 150C hot day at sea level, the take-off Balanced field length performance attainable using
distance is 8,150 fe:t at 450,000 pounds design take- this noise abatement procedure is presented in Figure I
off gross weight. Fo.o the 10,500 foot field length stip- 5-35. Effects of airport altitude and ambient tempera-
ulated in the FAA Request for Proposal, the proposed ture are given for various take-off gross weights. For
SST can operate from 6,400 foot altitude airports particular operating conditions where the engine out
under standard day conditions, or take-off from sea field length requirement gives runway distances I
level runways at standard plus 30'C hot day condi- shorter than four engine field lengths increased 15
tions without need for off-loading fuel or payload. percent, the latter distances have been used to estab-
First and second segment climb gradients exceed lish the curves in Figure 5-35, in accordance with FAA
minimum requirements for all these conditions. regulations. The data of this figure indicate that the

proposed SST can operate from a 9750 foot sea level
The elevon control power is capable of rotating the runway for standard plus 15°C conditions at maxi-
aircraft to the take-off attitude in 3.0 seconds at mum take-off gross weight. Using a 10,500 foot
speeds above 140 knots. In the normal take-off per- runway with standard day conditions, airport altitudes
formance data shown, an actual rotation time of 4.0 up to 4800 feet can be utilized without off loading
seconds was used and is reflected in the speed increase fuel or payload.
of approximately 20 knots between rotation and lift- The take-off profile aid pndb ground contours for a
off speeds. maximum gross weight take off using the noise abate-

ment thrust schedule is shown in Figure 5-36 for seaFor many airport facilities, community reaction to leve' standard day conditions.

engine noise must be considered during the climb out

phase of the take-off operation. For the proposed SST, The effect of wind on FAA take-off field lengths is
four engine climb out profiles achieved using maxi- shown in Figure 5-37. For head winds, 50 percent
mum reheat thrust will place the aircraft over the one accountability is assumed and for tarlwinds 150 per-
mile runway point at a relatively high altitude, cent. A ten knot tail wind is shown to increase the 3

engine distance by 1100 feet at design take-off gross
When nearing the one mile control point, thrust can weight.
be cut back and the perceived ground noise level can The small range of operating centers of gravity indi- I
be lowered below the 112 pndb criteria level and still cated in Figure 3-6 will not have an effect on take-offmaintain high climb gradients. performance.

For some airport facilities, use of maximum aug- The effects of runway slush on take off ground rollS mented thrust will be undesirable because of the are given in Figure 5-38. One inch of slush is shownnoise levels generated dunira the ground roll phase to increase the ground roll distance by 1200 feet. Thenos leel geeae lrn h rudrl h s ix-whecl three-axle main lar, ding gear rninimnizes "
of the take-off procedure. The proposed SST can s he t m d
operate from these faciaities by adopting a reduced this value by virtue of minimizing the tire frontal

thrust schedule operation. Partial duct heating is area exposed to the slush.
employed for normal four engine take-offs out to the The proposed SST is not sensitive to early and over
one mile from runway point, where thrust is cut back rotation abused take-off procedures, because of high
to minimum duct heating. This reduced thrust take-off thrust to weight ratio and low wing loading. The
increases field lengths slightly, but reduces the engine effects of abused rotation for standard +15 0 C con-
noise levels to the extent that 112 pndb is never ditions are shown in Table 5-1. For a 3 engine
exceeded at any point one mile from the runway take-off with 5 knots early rotation and maximum
centerline, in any direction. In the event of an engine attainable lift off attitude achieved with maximum
failure above the decision speed V,, full duct heating rotation rate, total field length decreases. The dis-
is applied to the remaining engines with a four sec- tance penalty for the higher drag due to early rota-
ond time allowance to reach maximum thrust and tion is more than compensated by the reduction in
this thrust utilized for the remainder of the take-off acceleration distatice up to the lift off speed of 162
operation. Rudder pedal nose wheel steering provides knots. Air distance over the 35 foot obstacle is not Iadequate directional control to allow for the increased appreciably increased because of the low operating

duct heating thrust. wing loadings ind lift coefficients.
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Similar reductions in field length are experienced 5.8.2 LANDING FIELD LENGTHS
during a 4 engine take-off when early and over rota- Landing performance capabilities for the proposed
tion occurs t o knots below normal rotation sped. SST will permit operation out of domestic as well as
Wheninternational airports at normal landing operating
normal , and the airplane is under rotated by 2 de- weights. Estimated landing distances as a function of

grees, increased distance to accelerate up to the higher weight ae lanin digure a-funcion of
lift off speed is required. 71hei total field length is airplane weight are given in Figure 5-39. Shown are
less than the normal V, 3 engine take-off distance, the normal FAA dry runway field length requirementsS however. xWhit-.h include the 0.60 accountability factor, and dis-

tances requird for landing on wet runways withoutTABLE .5-i ABUSED TAK[.O.¢F IETS re ,eitse thrust. At maximum landing weights, field

G. W. 450,000 Paunds lengths required are less thar the 8000 foot objec-
Alt. = S.L. tive of the FAA Request for Proposal.
Temp. =Std. + 15°C The landing ground roll reflected in these data

FAA includes a four second time allowance before the
Rotation Laft Ofi Field brakes are atvplied to permit the airplane attitude toSpeed Speed L.,€gtb

CriteSriaed Spd Lot feel be reduced from that at touchdown to the ground roll

!3asic-3 engine 151 169 8150 attitude. The devon control at landing is sufficient to
Earl- angve 1prevent the aircraft from pitching down and will, in
Early and Over fact, maintain nose high attitudes to speeds well

Rotation-3 engine 146 162 7650 below 100 knots if desired. Air distances are calcu-
Basic-A engine 151 168 6410 lated assuming negligible change in airspeed during
Early and Over the 2.50 glide slope and flare maneuver from 50

Rotation-4 engine 141 163 5650 feet to touchdown. Stopping distances are based on
Under and Late conservative braking coefficients, and do not reflect

Rotation-4 engine 161 186 7680 ant;,ipated gains in effective braking that will be
realized using a fully modulated anti-skid system.

The effects of %et runways, tire wear, and reverse This system will also feature individual anti-skid
thrast on accelerate-stop distance are shown in Table sensors and a locked wheel protection device. This
5-2. Reverse thrust operation consists of two engines combination of braking devices will provide for the
operated at 40% of the no-duct heat forward thrust day to day operator the following features:
and reduces the wet runway accelerate-stop distance e Insensitivity to bank angles through the indi-
by 1,600 feet. vidual skid sensors.

Worn tijes have no appreciable effect on dry runway * Insensitivity to hydroplaning because of the six
braking distance but may extend the wet runway wheel tandem bogey and individual skid sensors.
distance. * Ability to apply brakes immediately after touch-

TABLE 5-2 ACCELERATE-STOP DISTANCE VS. down, provided by the locked-wheel proiection
BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT device.

G. W. = 450,000 Pounds - Elimination of ned for spoilers, because of
Al. L. 0d-Abscne of high lift devices.

* Insensitivity to excessive pilot foot >edal pres-Temp. = Std. + 15°C irpoiebytemd;)dba-.:stm

Max. Duct HelitTMpx. Sutd ±He 5t s:]re, provided by the rnoduhted brahe sysrern

Criteria Disfa?7ce-ft. For thiese reasons, the estimated landing distance; are

Basic Distance believed tu be cor.ervative. and reflec.t discances
k which (ar be reproduced by the average airlineW et Runway, Brakes oniy 1., O p1()I 't

~Wet Runway, Brake pius
reverse Rtrust (2 engines) 8pl The effects of v.irport altitude on landing distance isrevese trust(2 egint) 89'presented in Figure 5-40. Discanrce.s. increase approxi-

Wet Runva y, Worn Tire-s, pius A4. IcnemnraeapouWet unv ay "dom ire, pus nial.e)v 200 feet for each 1006 foot increase in airport
reverse thrust (2 engines.) 9)820~alttrade.
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Land.ng distance as a function of effective braking Some concern has been expressed that airline opera-
coefficient is presented in Figure 5-41. Effects of using tion of the supersonic transport will require increases
two engine reverse thrust are also noted. in speed beyond those used for design, demonstration,

and certification, since this situation came to pass
Ground pndb contours during landing approach are during the acceptance of the subsonic jets. Therefore,
presented in Figure 5-42; the noise levels are well in establishing target speeds for the SST design, the
within acceptable values. Landing approach noise for argument continues that it is desirable to establish low
current jet transports is greatly influenced by the SST target speeds that will allow for this contingency.
thrust adjustments re uired when the drag and high
lift devices are extenled on the approach. The SST Previous increases in operatiooai speed were adopted
offers a single configuration change, gear down, which so as to provide greater margins above stall speed,
automatically establishes the 2.50 glide slope from operation at !peeds where greater potential excess
level flight without throttle change. This eliminates thrust margins would be realized, and at lower lift
excessive and random thrust adjustments and their coefficients where lateral and directional stability
associated noise levels, characteristics were improved above marginal levels.

None of these reasons will form a basis for wanting

5.8.3 AIRPORT OPERATING SPEEDS to Licrease the speeds of Table 5-3 for the proposed
SST when it goes into operation.I Airport operating speeds for the SST are summarized

in Table 5-3, showing take off characteristics ac maxi- It is noted that the speed defined as "minimum speed"

mum design take-off gross weight, and landing values for the SST is based on a maximum angle of attack
at normal landing weight. The speeds are compared of 20 degrees and does not represent a physically
with airport speeds employed by current subsonic jets limited minimum speed. The lift characteristics above
also presented on the table. The subsonic jet speeds this angle are still linear and lift coefficients 40 to
represent operational data obtained from the airlines 50% greater G,,n at 200 can be obtained. This means
and their operating manuals. The similarity in speeds that even at minimum flight speed it will be possible
indicate that the proposed SST will utilize operational to achieve maneuver load factors of 1.5 g's, whereas
procedures very similar to those currently employed, current transports have no maneuver capability at

TABLE 5-3 SEA LEVEL TAKE-OFF & LANDING SPEEDS

Lockhetd "SST" DC.-8F DC-ti 707-321B 707.321C
Aircraft IT] IF.4 D/B ]TJD-3 JT4A-12 JT3D.3(u) T3D.3(w)

Max. T. O. t., lbs. 450,000 325,000 315,000 324,500 324,500

Field Length (a 150C, Ft. 7050/(8400)** i0,,A, 9,650 11,200 10,700
@ 30 0 C, Ft. 8150/(9750)** 11,600 10,800 11,900 11,300

Flaps None 150 250 170 140
V, kts. (EAS) 151 142 139 152 147
VR ki:s. 151 159 151 158 152
VLO kts. 169 165 157* 168* 161 *
V, kts. 174 170 162 173 166

Landing Weight, Lbs. 254,600 240,000 207,000 207,000 247,000
Field Length, Ft. 7,050 6,130 6,800 6,400 6,250
Flaps None 500 500 500 500
Approach Speed (I.3V.) kts. 135 144 133 134 137
Touchdown Speed kts. 134 140 128 128* 130*

,kts. 105** 110 102 103 105

•Estimated **Noise Abated Take-Off ***Stick Shaker Speed
Data provided by airlines from current operating manuals.
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stall speed, and only 1.5 g capability at normal ap- at high altitude airports and high ambient tempera-
proach speeds. A stick shaker with a setting of 200 tures without need for off loaded payload or fuel.
angle of attack is provided to inform the pilot of the
approach of the minimum speed. Similar margins are noted for final take off climb at

climb speeds equal to 1.25 V,,, and are shown in
Take off and landing speed margins above the actual Figure 5-48.
stall speed are therefore substantially greater than
those used today. Thrust to weight ratios are consider- Figures 5-49 and 5-50 summarize climb gradient per-
ably higher than for the current jets. Lateral and formance for engine out approach and landing con-
directional stability characteristics of the proposed ditions. These performance requirements are easily
SST do not become deficient at take-off and landing met because of the large thrust levels available from
attitudes, as verified in Section 4. the JT 11F-4 engines.

The speeds shown for the SST in Table 5-3 are
slightly greater than the target speeds listed as goals 5.8.5 TAKE-OFF LOAD FACTOR CAPABILITY

in the FAA Request for Proposal. However, on the The normal load factor available on take-off at lift-off
basis of the similarity of these speeds to those of cur- and climb speeds is shown in Figure 5-51 for four-
rently operational subsonic Jets, and considering the engine operation. Because of the high thrust level of
wide speed margin over minimum useable speeds, the SST engine, adequate load factor increments can
these operating speeds are believed to be practical and t- attained without causing longitudinal deceleration
acceptable. at both lift off and V, speeds.

The variations in operational airport speeds with
gross weight for the proposed SST are presented in 5.8.6 METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Figures 5-43 and 5-44. The take-off field lengths have been calculated by a

digital computer program. This progr.m determines
5.8.4 CLIMB PERFORMANCE the critical engine failure speed, V,, which will give

Compliance with climb gradient requirements after the shortest CAR distance. In so doing, it calculates
take-off and during landing approach are easily met the following distance elements:

| by the proposed SST. In the absence of high lift 1. A 4-engine acceleration from zero velocity to a
devices, light wing loadings and high thrust/weight velocity, V,, at which point an outboard engine
ratios provide more than adequate climb margins, failure occurs. During this segment the nose

The first segment climb gradient achievable with one wheel is on the ground and the four engines are

engine inoperative at take off gross weight is pre- operating at take-off thrust.

sented in Figure 5-45 as a function of airspeed. It is 2. A 3-engine acceleration fronrt V1 to a velocity,

seen that even at speeds less than normal lift-off V., at which point the rotation is initiated. At

speed, minimum requirements can be exceeded and V, it is assumed that the failed engine thrust

even with gear down, positive rates of climb can be instantaneously r'duces to zero and full engine
maintained down to minimum flight speed. The use windmilling drag develops. This drag and the
of a low aspect ratio wing does not therefore lead corresponding rudder trim drag are shown in
to marginal climb performance which will make Figure 5-52. During this segment the nose wheel
the climb characteristics sensitive to operational remains on the ground. For the noise abated

procedures. take-off the thrust is increased to maximum at
V, with a time allowance of 4 seconds to reach

First segment climb gradients realized and requi:ed maximum take-off thrust.

for various airport altitudes and ambient temperatures 3 A 3-engine acceieration from V' o Vo, (lift
are shown in Figure 5-46, for speeds corresponding to . Duing ti seg men , t airpla rt

off). During this segment, the airplane rotates
lift off speed. from ground roll attitude to the angle-of-attack

Second segment climb performance, gear up at climb required for lift-off. Elevon trim drag is con-

speeds equal to V, speed, are given in Figure 5-47. sidered. The lift and drag coefcient varies with
Adequate margins are available to permit operation velocity between V, and V,.o.
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4. A 3-cngine airborne acceleration from the point gear has been calculated assuming no slush impinge-
of lift-off to a height of 35 feet. During this ment on the aircraft due to the aft location of the
segment, the airplane attempts to maintain a gear, (2) slush drag from the nose gear has been
constant lift coefficient, and as the speed in- calculated assuming a 25% increase in drag due to
creases to the take-off safety speed, V,, a impingement against adjacent structure, and (3) slush
curvilinear flight path develops. As the climb drag coefficients employed are shown in Figure 5-53
path and velocity increase, longitudinal accelera- and have been taken from reference 5-4.
tion decreases. If it becomes zero the lift
coefficient is reduced and constani elocity and The total CAR landing distance is made up of the air
climb gradient are held. distance required to touchdown from 50 feet altitude

Ground effects on lift and drag, and elevon trim drag and a ground roll distance required to bring the air-
effects are included in the calculations The landing plane to a stop. The air distance has been est'n'.n'.ted
gear drag is held at its full value for the total retrac- by the Controlled Sinking Speed Method. With this
tion time of 12 seconds. method the approach airspeed is set at 1.3 VmN wit

power sufficient to maintain a steady 2.5' glide path.
The abort portion of the balanced field lengths is Power is maintained at this setting during tme flare
computed by assuming engine failure at V, followed maneuver. Sinking speed at touchdown is established
by two second free roll, after which brakes are ap- conservatively at 4 feet/second. This method has been
plied. Three engines are at idle thrust and one ais shown to correlate well with flight test data on sev-
windmilling during this segment, eral aircraft. The ground distance is made up of a

four second free roll (to get nose wheel down and
The computer program iterates on V, until the field brakes on) followed by full brake application to zero
length is balanced between the accelerate-climb and velocity.
accelerate-stop distance, or the minimum rotation
speed is reached. If the minimum rotation speed tends
to be exceeded by V,, the field length becomes un- 5.9 ENGINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
balanced and the accelerate-stop distance becomes
shorter than the accelerate-climb distance. This occurs The performance characteristics of the Pratt and
over certain portions of the take-off spectrum because Whitney JT11F-4 engine as defined by the engine
of the high acceleration capability of the SST. Fou;- manufacturers model specification 2674 and includ-
engine take-offs are computed using the same V, and ing all installation eff-cts and the bleed and power
V, speeds- If 1.15 times the four-engine distance extraction values associated with normal operationexceeds the three-engine distance it becomes the CAR of the SST are presented in Figures 5-54 through

field length. 5-69. These data encompass all thrust settings and
are presented for the speed, altitude, and temperature

Roll!ng and braking friction coefficients employed in rangcs for which airplane performance information

the analysis are: is calculated.

Rolling IR 0.025
Braking All of the engine performance data presented in

Dry runway Ma = 0.35 Fig.ires 5-54 through 5-69 are representative for the
Wet runway Aa - 15 present status of the SSr airplane performance, and
Wet runway, J .12 arc completely substantiated in the Propulsion Re-

worn tires port, Volumie A-VI. At the end of the Phase 11
period it is anticipated that further engine develop-

These coefficients have been developed from data ment -, ill ,esult in a nominal reduction in the
presented in reference 5-3 and are achievable with an sp -ifi: fuel consumption at supersonic speeds. The

an anti-skid system. performance analysis of the SST presented herein
includes a reduction in the supersonic specific fuel

The eff ects of slush on the take-off distance have been consumption of 1.75 percent which is not reflected
considered as follows: (1) slush drag from the main in the data in Figures 5-54 through 5-69.
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SECTION 6 STABILITY AND CONTROL ANALYSIS (3.2.8)

The stability and control analysis summarized in this a dual control systen. failure on a single flight is
section is the result of more than eight years of con- estimated to occur once in 50,000,000 flight hours.
tinuous study and wind tunnel testing as part of the
supersonic transport research program. In addition, Tht _dynam. stability characteristics .f th aircraft
the broad background of analytical and flight ex- without dam_ au ticn -)f aykind are such
perience gained in the F-104 program is, in many that ircra ft isdsaf erl flfab lueda tpc er

cases, directly aplicable. The stability and control g1tic3oniitions. A dampr failure, therefore,
analysis is based on 'he subst.,ntiating and correlating sh5oud not re_!t in an aboceifT7ight.A pitch cfdmper

summary data of the basic aerodynamic characteris- andr ayawdimpe _ardexsable., however tom axme
tics presented in Section 4. passenger comfort and to minimize crew fatigve- in

cnise. A roll d ih"ni prove desirable to mini-
Static stability characteristics are determined in com- mize tLii- a. iaz .during the la 4 "ap-
plince with CAR 4b and it will be shown that the air- proach. F-104 experience indicates that a roll damper
craft as proposed requires no deiations. MIL-F-8785 wid[Ienhance rough weather operation notwithstand-
is used in providing standards for acceptable dynamic ing the fact that the Dutch roll mode in the landing
stability characteristics. These are supplemented, approach is heavily damped without damping aug-
wher applicable, by additional criteria such as those mentation of any kind.
provided by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory and
NASA studies and the SAE's "Airworthiness Recom- The following paragraphs provide a presentation of
mended Practice Draft Bulletin." The experience the handling qualities of the supersonic transport.
gained in the high speed, high altitude F-104 pro- The comprehensive low speed and high speed wind
gram is also used for general guidance. tunnel test data, which provides the basis for these

estimates, are presented in Section 4. The aeroelastic
Particular consideration is given to aircraft handling corrections to the wind tunnel data are included.
qualities without stability augmentation to provide a Future programs to further define aircraft handling
definitive statement of requirements for the simplest qualities and refine the control system design are
control system capable of achieving a high level of described. These include additional wind tunnel test
flight line availability and minimizing the incidence analyses and both a ground based and flight simulator
of aborted flights. program.

The aiplane demonstrates positive static stability .
aargins both_longitudinally and directionally under

all flight conditions. Control of the SST is provided by conventional wing
LongitudadeuatntolbrindtheaairoIaree trailing edge flap type elevator and aileron surfaces

Longtaeitudi .el_!forth tae-off ed. and a conventional rudder, Provision for full time
to the take-off attitude well before~~ft take-off 5peed.

iieriI mnd direc-tional control are sufficient to pro- 3 axis damping aumgi- entation is included.
vide a minimum engine out control speed of 12, The two middle wing flap surfaces provide both pitch
knots as compared with a landing approach speed and roif cntrul. The wing tip surf-cc provides only
of 138 knots and a take-off rotation -speed -of i47 arolcntrol dea wi ien the landing gearroll control and is deactivated whe. h anigga
knots. Sufficient mn-a-glns on control capability are is retracted. The inboard surface provides only pitch
available in all flight conditions in conjunction with Lontrol.
adequate control system redundrncy such that flight
safety is retained even in the event of a dual control The SST incorporates triple ptimary flight control
system failure. The reliability analysis indicates that hydraulic systems. These are .rreversible, simul-
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taneously-operating hydraulic systems; cadighne sup- istics in longitudinal or directional stability as op-
plying one-third of the pow=,r required by-each posed to the case of previous transport configuration I
surface. types. Similarly, the aircraft retains substantially full

Pileron, elevator, and rudder control effectiveness at
The fully irreversible system has longitudinal pilot the V.,. shaker speed. Takeoff and landing opera- Ii
forces provided by an artificial feel system with the tions, therefore, are conducted with safety margins
force-rate varied as a function of stick position and which substantially exceed those provided by specifi-
airspeed. Maneuvcring force gradients are provided cation requirements. At supersonic speeds the stick
by a bob weight installation. Feel characteristics for shaker is a at aa~o/attakoftendEcs.
roll -and directionJA control are provided artificially The 3 axis dammir on dansistz4&aie inusei
as a function of control position. ofahe nbrdscion of)ithe winf* use- of the three iml,ard sectiori_of ..the wing trailing _

The variation of control force with control position is edge-co-5FT6rpitch -dampectr of
shown on Figure 6-1. The bob weight provides an a for roll dampers
incremental 30 pounds per "g- force. Figure 6-2 pre- with--5 degrees of authority, and the two lower
sents the linkage charactcrtistics of wheel position and sections of the rudder for yaw dampers with ±L10

angle with pitch and roll control. Combined elevon degrees of authority. In theger down configuration
control surface envelope is presented on Figure 6-3. the wing outboard t-6 rojll-ame4 . ...t--'- surface also '
Rudder pedal force versus rudder angle is presented h uTfT 5 r per. - -.

on Figure 6-4. The gain factor used for all damper surfaces i s 2.5
degrees per degree per second in phase. The use of

Trim is effected through the main actuating cylinders degr ra degrin pr second in phaslThebuen o
by knobs on the pilots' wheels and the main console. rateda fa
Since the system is responsive to knob position it is considered.
fully modulated and the pilot may demand trim at 6.2 LONGITUDINAL FUGHT CHARACTERISTICS
the rate he desires up to the maximum rate of the
trim motors. Maximum trim rate is one-half degree 6.2.1 STATIC LONGITUDINAL STAW!LITY
per second. Since the trim system does not effect The static longitudinal stability characteristics are
movements of the control surfaces, but only provides sho s inFu sblth c2franing, ar-shown in Figures 67 through 6-12 for landing, ap-
(orces at the control wheel and pedals, a mis-set or proach, climb and cruise conditions for the cri,7ral
runaway trim system will not result in any loss in airplane weight and center of gravity positions. Fhe
aviilable tuntrol apability. For example, a runaway flexibility effects on aircraft characteristici are in-
failure of the longitudinal trim system will only re- eluded,
quire a 14pound force at the control wheel to over-
power the system. Maximum available hinge moments In all conditions the airplane meets the CAR 4b
from the thrce hyd'aulic bysteins as a function of requirement tmat the slope of the stick force-speed
elevator, aileron ard rudder angle are presented in curve be in excess of one pound per six knots, and --

Figures 6-5 and 6 o. that the elevator-speed curve have a stable slope.
For all conditions the speed range is that required

An automatic stick shaker systcm is used, to provide by the Civil Air Regulations. U
minimum desireA spe indication at high angles of The transonic characteristics shown in Figure 6-11 are
attack. The minimum speed warning is provided by a for the itht Mach ti of
device which shakes the control wheel when the nor- any kind since "tuck" characteristics occuring be-
mal operating boundary is exceeded. The system con-
tainc two angle of attack sensing elements. The stick tween Mach 1.0 and 1.1 are very mild. Aircraft char-

shake; starts at an angle of attack of 17 degrees with acteristics with the landing gear extended as shown U
increasing shaker actuation to a maximum amplitude in Figure 6-12 are identical to those with the gear

at 20 degrees angle of attack. The speed V,,,, asso- up as deternined from wind tunnel tests.
ciated with 20 degrees angle of attack, is a "minimum 6.2.2 SPEED THRUST STAaILITY
practicable speed- rather than a stall speed. At this . . LI
speed there is a substantial lift margin and there is no The glide slope angl and-the t.,ust to weight ratio
significant departure from normal flight characteris- for a typiral landing approach on a constant 2 .-
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approach conditions. All the trim changes are readily Figure 6-22 presents a more detailed summary of the
controlled by the pilot with one hand as required short period characteristics as represented by natural
by the Civil Air Regulations. Lowering or retracting frequency and damping ratio for the cruise and
the landing gear results in a negligible trim change. approach conditions and a comparison with current
A comparison is made on Figure 6-18 showing the subsonic jet and prop-jet transports. The figure illus-
elevator and stick force to trim the airplane at and trates that pitch damping augmentation will improve
away from the ground. It is assumed that thr airplane cruise operation. Two criteria are shown; the MIL-
is initially trimmed at 138 knots away from the Fruiera t T Rerare shown te S-
ground. A conventional pull force of between 10 and F-8785 requirement (Reference 6-T) and NASA
15 pounds is required to maintain trim as the airplane boundaries resulting from SST simulator studiesdescends into ground effect. (Reference 6-2). The effect of simple rate damping

for the cruise case is shown with a near horiz3ntal
6.2.5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS solid line indicating increasing damping ratio at con-

IN TAKE-OFF stant frequency for gains increasing from 2.5, as

Figure 6-19 shows a time history of a conventional incorporated in Figure 6-21, to a maxim;rn of 5.0.
four engine take-off ground roll for sea level standard By both criteria the aircraft with this form of damp-
day conditions with maximum duct heat at the maxi- ing would appear acceptable or better than -urrent
mum take-off weight and most forward c.g. The rota- jets for normal operation. Higher frequencies can
tion speed is 147 knots, the nose wheel lifts off at be attained by a agged-rate damper producing both
149 knots, and the airplane is airborne at the take-off increased frequncy and damping as shown by the
speed of 168 knots. broken line on Figure 6-22 and representing the same
Figure 6-20 shows a time history of a minimum gains as the simple rate damper.
unstick ground roll with four engines at maximum
duct heat at sea level standard day conditions. With Damping characteristics on approach at 135 and 148
full up elevator the nose wheel lifts off at 119 knots knots are also presented in Figure 6-22. The aircraft
and the airplane rotates to the maximum available in both speed conditions is heavily damped and withSangle with the oleo struts fully extended at 148 knots. the pitch dampers inoperative is comparable to cur-
The airplane will lift off at 152 knots. A speed of rent subsonic tranports. Using simple rate damping,
152 knots is demonstrated, therefore, as VHI. under as for the cruise condition, the dynamic character-the design conditions, istics are superior to current subsonic jets.
6.. dYNAMIC conditDA CThe phugoid mode is stable throughout the entire
6.2.6 DYNAMIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS flight profile. The damping is light and the periods
The short period longitudinal characteristics are pre- vary from a minimum of about 40 seconds during
sented for the entire flight profile in Figure 6-21. The takeoff and landing to a maximum of about 400
augmentation used in the "damper on" curves repre- seconds during cruise.
sent the simplest form of pure rate damping using
a surface gain of 2.5 degrees of surface travel for An important consideration is the consequences of a
one degree per second pitch rate. This form of aug- pitch damper failure. As discussed above, the air-
mentation provides damping to 1/10 cycle in I second craft is safely flyable under all conditions with the
or less throughout the flight range in accordance with damper system inoperative. The three channel damper
military spec,'fication. It is also shown that the basic system as discussed in Section 3 of Volume A-VII
unaugmented airplane damps to /z cycle in approxi- will not be subject to hard-over failures since the
mately one second or less throughout the flight range. malfunctioning channel would be automatically iden-
The aircraft, therefore, meets the pitch damper on tifled and disengaged. Since the safe flying qualities
and off requirements of MIL-F-8785. The basic un- of the aircraft are not dependent on the damper sys-
augmented airplane is heavily damped in all subscnic tem, a simple 2-channel system and a single channel
condit;ons including approach and landing which im. system will also be considered in Phase II as possible
plies maximum safety in the event of damper failure. alternates.
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6.3 LATIUA-DIRECTIONAL FLIGHT icy runway conditions, respectively. These agairi com*,
CHARACTERIST"C part with a takeoff rotation speed of 147 krots at'

6.3. STADYSIDSUPANDCIOS ~the s-ame takeoff w, ght.

LANDIN'G CAPABILITY The airplane lateial-Jireatiorial irim capabil;-es w~ith
Figue 623 sowsthatruder aid ilern ~two engines inoperative on the same side and thc

movements and forces are propcirtionai to sideslip rrarigegnsa lgiil r rsrk nFg
angle over the range of sideslip angles attainable. ure 6-26 for speeds and alticudes corresponding to

Increusedc rudder deflections up to maximum rudder a -typical flight profile. The loss of one engiae a'
Mach 3.0 need not abort the supersonic cruise since

avajthi prduceinceasd sieslp agles2ndthe the aircraft would remain controllable even with the
a rdder pedla! forces do not re-ierse, loss of a second engine on the same side. A check

The ability to touch down on the rway heading of conditins at Machi 3.0 shows that the airplane
durinE, a cross-wind has been computed for a landing can continue its supersonic cruise if desirable from
speed of 135 knots. Current practice with swept- a cruise efficiency standpoint. One outboard en-
Wing jets during !aading is to crab with win~gs le-vel gine inoperative and powfr for level flight on the
on approach and 'dle-crab" with the use of rudder remaining thfee engines requires approxinmately 5.8
and aiieron at touchdown. Since this is a dynamic degrees of rudder which is within the avaif able direc-
mani-uv r, this capability is piesented as a time history tional control capabiiitv as shown in Figure 6-26. This
in Figulre 6-24. The calculation includes 25 degiee-s figure shows that with the loss of a second engine
of righlt rudder resulting in nose-right ya w. Du- on the rame side the aircraft can be held throughout
liedrali offect producing right rolling moment is coun- thle flight profile with flight idle power on the re-
tered with about one-half left aileron. It can be seen mainirng engines until a descent is made to approxi-
1hat the airplanie achieves approximately 12.5 degrees mately 0.9 Mach number. Power for level fligh't can
of sidedin (corresponding to a1 30 knot cross-wind then be added on two opetating engines to finish tihe
at 90 degrees) a~ter approximately 5 seconds with cruise subsonically.
time remaining for ground contact. The dynamic tesponse of the aircrzft to an crigir'e

6.3.2 ENGINE OUT CONTROL failure was computed for all conditions in the Hi '
The iniium ngie ou cotrolsp-d wih mxi- profiie. Typical results are piesented in Figures 6-27
The iniiumengne ut ontol pee wih mxi- through 6-29. The calculations xuere made using

mum duct heat Llirust as determined under tile con 5degree of freedorvi dg-ital computer prugam.

dit~nsof AR b rqu~e-rert isshon i Fiure The most severc type of eiigi..e faire in the Initial
6-25 to be 123 knots. This compaeres- w61i a takeoff criefih1odto1sshw nFgr -7 ai
:otatioi speed )f 147 knOts. This slpeed is 'imitcd by mrums reiht cothus is ashumen on tigue 6-r2 Maxi-

the ma~oiv)uni aileron Prd rudder uerflectioirs av_,i 11 mmrhathrsisaumdoteopaine-

able. V., can be demicnitrated ;:t a maximuiiim we;r,,ht prm-e Th hrust andodkag asymtheris as-~
of 345,000 pounds at the maximurn angle o-f atck premied t e thru ist antdaneu asm ftri here asn-
as limiited by the stick shaket. The minit-um con- sne ob ple ntnaeul safrhrcn

servatism. This case represents a bounding condition
trol soced for all Weights. Above 34VC0.J pounds is for all subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds since
below the minimrum sti3. shake-r speed. It is also the resulting thrust plus drag asymmetry is gretater
apparent from Figure 6-25 that 5 degrees of sideslip ta htotial hogortefih rfl t

relieves rhe rudder requirements through nins. of the any compounding of tngrne and6 Inlet system fziures.
sped range shown. The rudder pedal foictes in all Figure 627 shows flat if the. dampers have also
cases a-e wel! within the ISO-pound limit specified failed, the aircraft would cxperienrce a maxinium side-
anld the aiplane maintains a batik angle of less than slip angle of 41/2 degrees which would result In less

5degrees. than liit load on the vertical tail. Tie darfper sys-

Trhe minimum giound control sywed'] at thr. design] tem, if operative, reduces the peak sideslip angle *o

takdou1' wigAt With Irraxioru%) rluct lleat thifust;t 1, apoiately 3 dtrrces.

using fu!l rudder anJ nose wheel steering are 99The aircraft response in a niore common type of
kniots, 117 1-nots, and l1~9.0 knots for dry. wet, and eingine failure during Mach 3.0 cnuis: is shown In

volume A-V page 6-26
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Figure 628. In this case again, a maximum thrust 30 degrees throughout the flight profile. It is signifi-
condition is premised. The drag asymmetry, however, caut from this figure that the roll capability during
is representative of the case of a fuel system failure cruise compares quite favorably with subsonic jets,
uith tihe failed engine windmilling, or alternatively as reported4 (or exam'ple In Reference 6-4. Thle time -

a lo~ked rotor condition with the inlet bypass opera- to bank also compares favorably.
tive. In this case again, the thrust and drag asym-
metry are premised to be applied instantaneously fo, Figure 6-31 presents time histories of rolls during
purposes of conservatism. In this case the peak side- landing at 135 knots including the effcct of dampers
slip angle is less than 2 degrees and the maximum and rudder coordination (ten degrees of rudder).
lateral load factor experienced by the passengers is The ailerors are applied at a rate of 20 degrees per
less than 0.1 g either dampers off or dampers on. second pei surface and reversed at 30 degrees bank
Aoiangle zt the sone rate. It is shown that roll rates in
Additional supersonic flight conditions were studied excess of 20 degrees per second are attainable and
including higher dynamic pressure but the comnbina- 30 degrees of bank achieved in i little over 2 seconds.
tions of thrust, altitude and stability produced lower The excellent roll capability is evident in the time to
disturbance levels than those cited above, bank to 10 degrees which is about 1.2 seconds. This

Of consideable interest is the response to an engine is quicker than current subsonic jets at comparsible
failure on approach which is shown on Figure 6-29. speeds as reported in Reference 6-5. It is shown that
It -was assumed for this condition that maximum diy if co-ordinated rudder is desired, either mechanically
thrust is used for a wave-off and simple rate-damping or by pilot input, roll performance will not be penal-
is included vhere noted. The significant feature cf ized.
this response is that the engine thrust moment which Figure 6-32 presents time histories of rudder-fixed
produces the sideslip causes a roll displacement which aileron rolls executed ,t cruise conditions with and
is ,ontrollable by the pilot even assuming a 3-second without 3-axis rate dampers. Roll rates in excess of
delay. The characteristics of this response will be 20 degrees per second are available. The time to
satisfactory as a result of good lateral-directional bank to 30 degrees compares very favorably with
stability and high lateral controllability during current subsonic jets as reported in Reference 6-6.

I approach..
The absence of any significant excursions in eitherIt is concluded therefore that the normal type of angle of attack or sideslip in the roll maneuvers with

engine failure can be easily controlled and will result or v.itl;out damper augmentation as shown in Figure
in little, if any, passenger discomfort. The most ex- 6-32 is indicative of the absence of any substantial
treme typc of engine failure resulting from com- inertia coupling tendency. This is in accordance with
pounding engine failure, inlet bypass door failure, Phillips' Criterion since the peak roll rate is 24 de-
and dampcr failures will iesult in an aircraft dynamic gees per setond which is anproximately 1,3 of the
response well within the structural design capability pitch and yaw natural frequencies.
of the aircraft. In neither case is the aircraft dependent Adverse yaw has been evaluated for the approach and

j on the damper augmentation system.a acruise conditions. The parameter ,./w, as formulated

6.3.3 ROLL PEIFORIMANCE and discussed in Reference 6-7 has been computedwith normal aileron control with and without rudder
The aileron roll performance of the SST was detcr- co-ordination and is tabulated in Figure 6-33. The cti-
mined fur al! conditions in the flight profile of the teria of Reference 6-7 are shown for comparison. The
aircraft The computations were made with 5 degrees airplane without rudder coordination in the approach
of freedom equations utilizing a digital computer and condition with relatively high roll-to-yaw ratio has
inluding the effects of flexibility and the aerodynam- an W,/,, which is .569. If the criteria can be extrap-
its data as presented in Section 4. Engine angular olated, this is an acceptable value. The effects of

icsdat aspreentd i Setio 4.Engne nguar linked rudder-aileron coordination (_258,,5.) are
momentum was included but found to be insignificant. lsn whc indiat io modity thealso shown which indicates the ability to modify the

Figure 6-30 presents the roll capability of the SST in parameter if future simulator studies indicate the
terms of time to bank to 30 degrees and roll rate at necessity The effect of dihedral on the approach con-I
LOCKHEED volume A-V page 6-33
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dition it alho shown for comparisim. The cruise condi- Jamper inceases the damping. For comparison, the
tion has an ,1, for the uncoordinated airplane of Eltv.a (which has so augmentation) and thc. F-104
.936 'nd with io;, roll-o-yaw ratio would appear (which does) is shown txhich leads to tbhe conclusion
satisfactory compared to the criteria. In this case also, that the low speed dutch roll problems of the fi.ed-
coordination of rudder motion with the aileron mo- wing SST is (Lot as 5evere a- previously anticipated.
tion will vary the parametei ,,l/a, in the region F

shown to be desirable in Reference 6-7. Figure 6-35 also presents the dutch roll chara,-teris-
tics in the cruisc condition and the contribution of the

TIhe simulator studies described in a following sof roll and yaw damper systems. The basic, unaug !
tiorn will be used to determine the desirability of merited airphirae exhibits light damping in cnise but

linked aileron-rudder coordhation and optimum para- a lo\ oIP-to1yaw ratio as desired. The addition of
metric values. yaw dampers improves the damping considerably with

a slight iricra:,e in roil/yaw ratio r-sultini, from roll
CLATERAL DIRECTIONAL due to vaw damp-er deflection. The addition of roll

6.3., DYNAMIC S damy rs servvs to reduce roll/yaw ratio slightly but
CHARACTERISTICS is retained primarily for he low speed approach

The lateral directional dynamic characteristics have condition. B~y :omparison with MIL-F-8785, the SST
been evaluated for the SST throughout the flight in normal cruise with dampers operating will exhibit
profile and are presented in Figure 6-34. The calcu- very satisfactory dutch ioll characterist'ics and will £

lations were made by digital computer using the surpass curretc transports. The F-104 is shewr, for "

classic 3-degree of freedom equariois including the a Al 2.0, 51,0 tOO t altitude condition as a ccm-

damper characteristics to obtain root solutions and the panison.
parameters as shown in Figures 6-34 and 6-35. It is conac!dd Ern ': eyter,sive dynamc shrides or.

The resuts shown in Figure 6-34 indicate the desir. the SST that the norma! op ration dt-tclh roll charac- X
ability ot the roll and yaw axis damFers thropigh the teristics will surpass curenf tr,n:ports in Al flight 1.

iignt envelope. It is shown that the subsonic speeds regimes and th,2 basic .naugmented airplane with al.
cnd lower altitudes (particularly at airport speeds) artificial dwripir.g failed4 will still bv- a very flyable
are characterized by hich damping but moderately airplane and wili n)eet tht requirements as known
high roll-to-yaw parameter with dampers off. The today.
low sp-ed damper ftnction then is primarily to recuce
roll-to-yaw rati(o while raintaining good dampilg. The three charmi' rol; and yaw dampers a. de-cribed

The high speed conditions are characterized b lijght in Section 3 of Volume A-'Vfl are not subc jr or

damping and low levels of rcll-to-yaw paramelt. Over failures. Sitem flight safety is not depcidtnt o,

The high speed damper iuactiun is to increas-: da.)-) dmper operation as discusscd above, P.uHe uf frll'i.
ing through ihe yaw dampe r whde inainitAning tela- consider dval channA and siage hannei dampers

tively low roi!.to-yaw ianios. When compared witz as well. As in te case ot the ;tch lamper, a dol

current military requirements for transport aircraft as channel yaw d(a-iper may have large iuth-rity limits
found in Reference 6-1, MIL-F-8785, the airplaric ex- which is desirable from the standpoint of fatigse

hibits very satisfctory dutch roll characteristics with life of the aircraft since hard-over failutrc v.hlch are

normal damper opertion and more than adequate detrimental fron the standpont of passenge" corm-

characteristics with all dampers off. fort may be precluded. The single chanuel yaw
damper offers possible attractions from the standpoint

Figure 6-35 presents a more detaik " a;ia!ysis of each of cost, simplicity and reduction in the incidence of
of the damrnpr contributioris in the approach and failures. It is quite posfihle th.t a sugle channel roll
crui:e conditions. The approach condition is charac- damper will be satisfrctory for the SST ar the roll
rertie, by very high damping inherent in the basic damper will not contribute appreciably to the fatigue
unauginiucted airplane but having a fairly high roll- life of the aictraft; therefore, large authority is not
to-yaw ratio as might be exp"ed wit a highly swcpt necessary.
wing The roll damper is shown to reduce the
rol!i.raw ratio considtbly to a value approxima-ely The spiral stability of the SST has been evaluated
similar to current jets. The addition of the yaw concurrently with the dutch roll analysis and the

volume A-V page 6-38
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results indicate positive stability throughout the flight Latera!-directional characteristics at an approach
range with the exception of cruise. The divergence speed of 138 knots are siriilarly P, ceptable. The
in cruise is very mild with greater than 20 seconds supersonic transport demonstrates a capability to land
required to double amplitude. The spiral mode does in a 30 knot cross wind at this speed. As discussed
not appear to be of any consequence. in a previous section, the engine out minimum controlnspeed is 123 knots. At 138 knots, -therefore, there

will be adequate directional and lateral control for
6.4 HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING flight path control adjustments. The dutch roll mode

The landing characteristics of the supersonic trans- is heavily damped without damping augmentation
port are comparable to those of subsonic jet transports. in the landing approach. A roll damper is provided,The optimum hold speed as indicated i Figure 6-13 however, since F-104 experience has shown that a

is 200 knots at a representative landing weight of low ratio roll-to-yaw is desirable in rough air even
265,000 pounds which compares favorably to the where f-_ dutch roll mode is heavily damped.

subsonic jets. The approach speed at 1.3V.,. is 138 In conjunction with the handling qualitic, down
knots which also compares favorably with the sub- vision capability over the nose is adequate for landing
sonic jets. The time history of a transition into the under conditions of th mile visibility and a ceiling of
approach condition is shown in Figure 6-36. Level udrcniin f ml iiiiyadaciigo

ofliht at 148 knots (1.4V.,.) gear up requires the 100 feet or the related runway visual range of 1300
f feet. As shown in Figure 6-36 at an altitude of 100
same thrust setting as 138 knots (1.3[,.,) gear down feet the aircraft pitch angle with respect to the
at a glide angle of 2.5 degrees. The pilot, therefore,
can drop the gear without changing throttle setting noedofsth degrees. Since the down vision over theto affect the transition to a 2. degree glide slope nose of the aircraft is 23 degrees, the pilot will havetoaglect the tapitintoah spee. Scegree are noa down vision angle with respect to the ground of
angle at the approach speed. Since there are no wing 14 degrees permitting him to see approximately 750
flaps and since the trim shift associated with dropping feet of the runway in front of the aircraft. Under thethe landing gear is negligible, longitudinal control stated visibility conditions this will permit him to seemotions and forces during the transition are small.
These simplifications of pltfunctions will enhance approximately 7 or 8 approach and/or touchdown
The fi ulitis of pilot zone lights, spaced at 100-toot intervals, which is
the flying qualities of the aircraft. sufficient for orientation and completion of the
At an approach speed of 138 knots the aircraft has a landing.

stable phugoid as discussed in Section 6.2.6. Undesir-
erable speed divergency or flight path oscillations are 6.5 PROPOSED PHAM 11 PROGRAMnot expected, therefore. The aircraft demonstrates a6. OOi[ I'l. • IP [RA41

favorable static margin and a high damping ratio of The proposed program to insure acceptable handling
the short period longitudinal mode. No undesirable qualitis includes wind tunrel iests, elastic model
longitudinal oscillations are anticipated. NASA sim- tests, aeroelastic analyses and simulator studie-
ulator studies indicate the aircraft characteristics with
no stability augmentation are acceptable for landing. Section 4.8 of Volume A-V describes the proposed
The studies indicated, however, that a higher static program to provide all of the static aerodynamic
margin and a positive variation of thrust required data as well as damping derivatives. This pro-
with forward speed is desirable for landing. A pro- gram will obtain data for possible airframe refine-
gram of simulator and variable stability aircraft ments as well as data for the aircraft as currently
studies is recommended therefore in the following conceived. The airframe refinements include minor
paragraphs to establish final design values. Provision modifica~tons of the wing plan form to achieve a
has been made in the ai:Laft design such that auto- smaller aft movement of the aerodynamic center.matic throttle controls (providing positive thrust re-
quired with forward speed) and phase lag in the A comprehensive program of testing with an elastic

u pitch damper (raising the frequency of the short model and aeroelastic analysis is also proposed to
period mode and providing the equivalence of a refine the aeroelastic data of Paragraph 6.6 as used
higher static margin) are available if it is shown to in this report. This program is described in Section 3be desirable in the simulator studies, of Volume A-IV.
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15.1 PHASE II, SIMULATOR STUDIES 6.5.1.3 Simulator Facilities

6.5..1 ~multorProgam bjeciveThe ground-based simulators installed in the Lock-

Simuatos wil b usd thougoutthe has II and Langley Laboratory facilities of the NASA will
design period wo accomplish several objectives,' be utilized for the initial development effort. These

" Piovidc udne eadn the flgtcrew ac- include

and out of ground effect. -Lockheed~ limited moving base simulator with
a Examin.. the restiits of control system malfunc- vsaai.Pitch, roll and heave. Artificial 3D

tion5 and the flight crew capacitv- for handlingviul

the abnormal and emergency situations. 9 NASA moving base trai'sport simulator. Dalto
" Establsh the adecimacy of the control system anid visual aid and motions to include pitch, roll and

handling; qualities for the all-weaither approach heave. C-130 cockpit.Iand latidiru. systerr,. e NASA five-dle're of frecdomn motion simu-
* Etalis dsin critei Id prnu!Sse latnr. No visual aid. Motion includes roll, pitch.

characteristks for damper augmt:;itzitioii SYS- yaw, side force and limited normal acceleration".

' Pr'.je nfomaionregidig pssbletes teh- * NASA six-degrees of f icedom motion simulator.
niqus ad FA cetifiatin citera t sutstati~No visual aid. Motion includes roll, pitch, yaw,niqus ad FA cetifiatir, riteia o sustati-transverse accelerations (fore, aft and side) and

ate the development program proposed. limited normal accelerations

6.5.1.2 Han dfIng Qualities and(.* ntrat Systemi 9 NASA landing h~eight simulator. Possible Polo;IDove icpn ont-Sim victor visual. Vertical motion only for good normal

The simuflator p-ogram will [mike iuse of fixed baseacertin

and Motion S*Mulators -Aith and with jut visual aids. The NASA simiaton facilities will he contracted for
In general, the control system and. handiing quzlities on an as-available basis. Through Judicious planning,
wIl bexe~amined in the grourid-based simulator until the simulation requirements outlined in Par~tgraph

teregions of desic'n are relatively well-definedl. A 65.1.1 will be accomplished as an adjunct to 'ihe

variabke-stabjlitv airplatie will be used whvre real-life NASA's turrent SST simulator efforts. Cognizant
acclertiosal-i turbulent air conditions are irn- NASA personnel in an Informal contact have con-

portarnt to the program. Suck, tas.cs as the iLS ap- cuired that the NASA simuiator facilities would be

proach and lanJin- and low-speed hindling qualities available for the piogram as described above. The
ar particularly adaptable to the rn-flight simulator. in-flight simulation will include the three axis Cornell
The expectcd 'niotions of the airplzane and controls, Lab'.ratoiies' U-26. The airplane features frequency
as derivcd by wind tunnel tests, calculatitons, and resp~onse ranges commensurate with most of the SST
substantiated in the ground-based simulator, will be flight characteristi'c for all three axis. The ground-
rapidly duplicated i!;-flig!ht to ste if the opinins and based simulation results or calculations of specificIratings ill change in the actual cnvironmecnt. Sth c. iaracteristics can be duplicated in-fli:;ht with ease
tasks as the ILS approach. wave-off encine fillurce'. by the variable-stability control systemi. The NASA
stability augmentation inoierative, malfunctioning High Speed Flight Research Center at Edwards AFBIcontrol system, altitude-hold a.1d LAS bo'd capability, will provide an in-fligh:- variable-stability C-14o jet-
turn coordination, control fre harmony, trim rates Star with four en-ines for SST simulation efforts in
and power and location of controls xr-d trim devices mid 1965. This general purpose, airborne simulator
can all be accuratek- simula'Led cuicklv and economi- (GPIAS) feitures 3 axis variable stability and can
cally by means of this LoP.bJination of simulation vai-y d.-ag and thrust charaTcteristics. An automatic
devices. throttle control offers, speed control. Bi-nd-landingI provisiors and variable instrurnr panels are planned.
LOCKHEED
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6.6 AEROKLASTIC DATA 6-8. NASA TN-842, "Normal Force and Hinge Mo-

The effeczts of aeroelasticity on the static stability and Tyet CAler ss at Tveransc S1 ,-cdis on
control effectiveness are presented in tis Section. Tp ieosa he pnieLctoso
The data was obtained using the IBM 709() digital a4PretTikSetakWn-Bd oe

compter Thedigtal nalsis s bsed n agenealand Pressure-Distribution Mleasurements on an
compter Thedigtal nalsis s bsed n agenealInboard Aileron---lack F. Runckel and Gerudd U

matrix algebra system in which the basic numerical Hieser
inputs for elasticity, inertia, and aerodynamics are
used for static aeroelastic computations, and control 6-9. NASA RM L5iC22, Comparison cf the lEffec-
effectiveness. Elastic characteristics are determined by tiveness and Hinge iMomeonts ofAll~b
a redundant structural analysis. Delta and Flap Type Control5 on Var~ous

Section 3 of Volume A-IV describes the compete \Vings"-David G. Sta:ne.
engnerin aprochto heaerothermoelastic po 6- to. NASA RM L.57110, "Hin~e M-omnt Glarat

lengneig a poaht h rb teristicl- for a Scrits of Conr-ols and Balancing
le~nDevices on a 00' Delta Wingt. at Mach Numbers

Tne aerodynamic center shift, lift curve slope, and of 1.61 arid 2.0l"-Douglas R. Lord and K. R.
roll damping of the flexible airplane are presented on Czari~ecki.
Figures 6-37 through 6-39- The flexible to rigid ratio 6l.NS MX63 Iai&cl o-pe
for pitch and roll control are shown in Figures 6-40, Wind-Tunnel Tests of a DlaWgd Super.6 41 and 6-42. sonic Transport Model with a Delta Can-ard
Estimates of aeroelastic effects for the vertical tail Control Surface"- james A. Brady, V. Robert
were made by analogy to the resuilts of the wing analy. Page, and David G. Koenig. i
sis. Figure -3peet h lxblt orcint -2 AAT -- A,"ag-cl id1un'

tevertical tail effectiveness and Figures 6-44 and Tests at Low Speed of a Delta Winged Siy'er-
6-45 show the rudder and rudder damper corrections, sonic Transport Model in the Presenice oi the

Ground"-David G Koenig, Junes A. Bvidy,

6.7 REFERENCES and V. Robert Page.

6-1 NfL-F878 (AG) iliarySpeifiatin, ly- 6-13- NASA TM-X-15, "Low-Speed M1easurcernw.s of
6-I.MILF-885 ASG)Miltar Spcifiatin, ly-the Static and Oscillatory Lateral Stabiliv. De-

ing Qualities of Piloted Airplanes. rivatives of a Mode! of a Canard Air'DlanC
6-2. Aerospace Engineering, May 1962, "Assessment Designed fo. Supersonic Cruise 16light--Joeph

of Critical Probkrn Areas of the Supersonic L. Johnson, Jr.
Transport by Means of Piloted Simulators"- 6-14. NASA TM-X-781, 'DLynamic Rotary Stability
M. White, M. Sadoff, R. Bray, G. Cooper. Derivatives of a Delta-Winged Confit2uration

6-3. SAE-ARP 842 - Airworthiness Recommended wi'lh a Canard Control and Nacelles at Mach
Practice Bulletin (draft), November 11, 1963. Numbers from0.25 to 35Q'--LeRo' S. Fletcher.

6-4. NASA Memo 3-2-5911-, "Fl'ght Studies of Prob. 6-15. NACA Report 1098, "Summary of Nfithods
lems Pertinent to High-Speed Operation of jet for Calculating Dynamic Lateral Stability and 1
Transports"-S. Butchart, J. Fischel, R. Tremant, Response and for Estimating Lateral Stability
G. Robinson. Derivatives"-John P. Campbell arid Marion

6-5. NASA Memo 3-1-59H, "Flight Studies of Prob- Mcne.U
lems Pertinint to Low-Speed Operation of jet 6-16. NACA Report 1052, "A Summary of Lateral-
Transports"--J. Fischel, S. Butchart, G. Robin- Stability Derivatives Cal- culated fr Wine Plan-
son, R. Tremoxnt. forms in Supersonic Flow'-Arthur L. Jones

6 6. USAF Stability and Control Methods, October and Alberta Alksne.

1960. 6-17. "Airplane Performance Stabihity and Control--

6-7. AGARD "Flying Qualities Requirements for CutadS ekn n oetE ae
United States Navy and Air Force Aircraft"- 6-18. NASA TM-X 533, "Some Transonic Dynamic
W. Koven and R. Wosicko. Longitudinal and Directional Stability Param-
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eters of a Canard Airplane Model Designed 6-21. NASA Memo 11-30-58A, "Experimental Wind
for Supersonic Flight"-R. Kilgore and E. Tunnel Investigation of the Transonic Dam-
Hillje. ing-In-Pitch Characteristics of Two Wing-Boy

Combinations"-H. Emersn and R. Robinson.
6-19. NASA TM-X-761, "Dynamic Stability Char- 6-22. NACA TN 1423, "The Stability Derivatives of

acteristics in Pitch and in Yaw for a Model of Low-Aspect-Ratio Triangular Wings at Subsonica Variable-Sweep Supersonic Transport Con- and Supersonic Speeds"-H. Ribner.
figuration at Mach Numbers of 2.40, 2.98, and 6-23. NACA RM A52L04a, "Damping in Pitch of
3.60"-B. Delaney and W. Thompson. Low.Aspect-Ratio Wings at Subsonic and Super-

sonic Speeds-- M. Tobak.
6-20. NASA TM-X.600, "Wind Tunnel Measure- 6-24. NASA TM-X-658, "Effects ,f Off-Design Inlet

ments and Estimated Values of the Rolling Mass Flow Upon Static Stability of a Delta
Stability Derivatives of a Variable-Sweep Air- Winged Configuration with a Canard Control
plane Configuration at Subsonic and Transonic and Pylon-Mounted Nacelles for Mach Num-
Speeds"-W. Hayes, W. Kemp, and W. hers from 0.65 to 3.50"-A. V. Gnos and R. L.
Thompson. Kurkowski.
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SECTION 7 SONkC BOOM AND AIRPORT AND

COMMUI4ITY NOISE (3.2.7.1)

7.1 SONIC BOOM OVW1RESSUURFr large low wing confi, uation, the dis".irbances
CIIARACIERISTICS (3.2.7.1) generated b-y the upper fuelage w.6il be shielded from

Aircaftat speroni speds rodue sock the ground until tt disturbances are propagated to
opertingthe edge of the wing bacK along ippropriate Macbwave patterns and r. sultant sonic boocn overoressures lie.Trewlalobachneite aiis

on the ground. Theoretical studies aie correlation dsrbto flf asdb h rsneo h
with limited flight test data and wirid runnel test dsrbto flf asdb h rsneo h
results sugge~t that these overpressure intensities will fue0e
increase with increasinig airplane size. These observa- These effects ate not now icluded in the sornic bourn
tions give rise to concern regzrdi-ig the !onic boom theory. Whether these refinements to the boom studies
intensity generated by the SSTu~hich will be larger will indicate that further reductions in boom over-
than any supersornic airplane in operation to date. pressures are possible is not known at this time. How-
The intensive studies devoted to this potential prob- ever, exp-rimental metasurements of overpressures
lem area have ted to a clearer understanding of gcnerated by overflights of various aircraft at super-
the phenomenon, and have indicated means for de- sonic speeds have produced data with noteworthy
signing an airplane to alleviate the boom intensities amounts of scatter (Figure 7.1)_ The results may
that are generated. The double delta wing planfo~m indicate that atmospheric effects alter the attenuation
shape represents a major airplane configuration of the waves, or they may suggest that additional
improveincnt fioiit iA 54n.c Li~vijAilt ThV.) uidersianding vi the compiex wave pattern probiemn
plan Form shape provides a smooth airplane area pro- is needed. Trhe importance of the boom characteristics
gression curve, as noted previously. In additon, the emphasizes the need to continue exploring this area.
long chords of the wing spread the distribution of lift ~esncbo vrrsue eepeitdb h
along the length of thc fuselage. The rcsultant volume *,*ehnbod oee rp resrswrrdced by CatohoAA-age
and lift distribution characteristics are in the direc- Research Center (Reference 7.1). Calculations were
tion to reduce substatiriahy) sonic boom intensity, based on cond itions of standard atmosphere, zero
11.cause of this Improvement in aitpiane geometry, wind gradient, and non-maneuvering flight. A ground
the K~T aiiphle i5 capable of performing the reflectivity factor (of 1.9 vos ust-d for all sonic boom
design flight profile within the sonic boom over- calculations.
pressure limits established as guide lines by the FAA Sonic boom overpressures for the SST airplane, for
Request for Proposal. Notwithstanding, the sonic l etnn lgtrgmsaepeetdi iue
boom still assumnes avital role in establishing the climb all pertieulght reiTes arepo pltfrsedhinaciguresflgtpcie etthe 2 psf climb overpressure re. 72truh-.Tecarpe ltfrec ahnmfligt prfile To eether is the sonic boom spectrum for the configuration.
quirenient and utilidtng present estimation tecl-niqus Ai-plane operating points have been sportt I on the
the airplane must operate at higher than optimum cres Thes n pont wer tke fro the
acceleration altitudes from the standpoint of fuel carps. anls ai po ints for e tein rion.t
ernsmion reduced lttueoccleration soi omuc ashroughout the super.%nnic climb the a'rplane so)nicIritdrdcdattd ceeaina uha boom overpressure is slightly less than 2.0 psf arid14000 pounds pay'load could he added with takeoff ar reduces to 1.5 psf at the start of cruise. During crui .sethe same gioss w~eight as a result of fuel savings, the airplane's reduction in weijght -and gain in altitude

This graphic illustratiun of the inkportance of voi'.c result in a gradual lowering or the overpressure to a
boom suggests that future efforts he expended to learn value of 1 2 psf at the end of cruise. Sonic boom over-
more about the boom problemr, s~rice the potential pressure rises durinp deceleration and desent, reach-

gains !o be realized by further improvements are largt. in;, a maximumn valut: of 1.5 psf at Mach 1 .2.
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Area distributions for volume inputs to the NASA where I,
sonic boom 7094 program ate shown in Figure 7-5. t = Axial reference station
The oblique cutting plane method of area generation
was employed. A slight forward shift of area with r- t = Distance along the axis, from the reference
Mach number was occasioned by the low position of station t
the wing and nacelles relative to the fuselage. Figure A' = second derivative of area A1 (t) at reference
7-6 stows the lift input to the NASA program. Coni- station i
cal flow lift was assumed back to the leading edge si
break, then a smooth B() curve was faired to the I = Airplane reference lengtn
value of B(t) at the trailing edge. A small lift allow- The area A,(t) is the sum of two parts: A(t), the
ance was made for the fuselage nose and a-terbody. area due to volume, and B(t), the area due to lift. U
B(1) maximum was calculated as PW/2q. Reference The area due to volume corresponds to the frontal
length was 220 fett. projection of the airplane oblique section areas

Figure 7-7 is the airplane sonic boom parametric plot formed by cutting planes inclined at the Mach angle.
resulting from the NASA 7094 program. Solutions Maximum area due to lift, B(t)., is given by Equa-

were obtained for both the Mach 1.4 area distribution tion 3.

case and the Mach 3.0 area distribution case. Differ- B (' (Equation 3)
ences in the two solutions were small and, as shown 2u
in the figure, were resolved by the representative solid where
line. !li n.Airplane weight, lb. L

q Dynamic pressure, psf -
7.1.1 APPLICATION OF SONIC BOOM THEORY qr

C, - Lift coefficient U
Sonic boom, expressed in pounds per square foot of S Refeience area for lift coefficient
ground overpressure, is given by

1.19Pl8vAV 7 V B(t), at any axial station, is some percentage of[
= K, (+)d B(t)., and depends on the integrated lift per unit -.

ST== (Equatin 1) length along the airplane's longitudinal axis. A typi-
(Equation 1) cal A,(t) distribution is shown in sketch 1.

where i

AP ==Ground overpressure, psf

K, =Reflection factor, 1.9 t[

P. 0  Ambient pressure at sea level, 2116 psf AE(t)

P, = Ambient pressure at airplane altitude, psf L
h Altitude, ft

y Ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4 t.[

F (r) Function of airplane geometry and weight i

T. Axial station for largest positive integral SKETCH 1. |i
of F(T) For smooth A,(t) distributions, the F(r) integral is

F is defined by Equation 2. influenced most strorgly by the maximim value of I
() sdn bA,(t). Ryhming and Yoler have show,- the F(-)

F(T) = "+-J A( t dt (Equation 2) integrai to be a function of fineness ratio, :ength, and
27r 7 a shape factor:
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f (rd R Ekeeping A'1(t) small, when positive in sign, and nega-
oT utive wherever possible. For the smooth configuration

e sr aof Sketch 1, the second derivative A'A(t) has a highwhere g is the shapefactor and R is the radius corre- positive value only at the nose, then goes quicklysrmnegative. For the "delayed-bump" configuration ofgiven R and 1, the shape factor can influence F(r-) Sketch 3, AO() has a high positive value at the nose,about 10 percent. As1I appears as a multiplication at the start of the constant section, and again at the
factor, R becomes dominant when one is designing start of the wing.
for low sonic boom. From sketch I it is seen that to
hold ,4(),, small, A(t) must be small where B(t) Investigations by Carlson, of NASA-Langley, havemaximizes. Similarly, B(1) must be small where A(t) demonstrated the sonic boom advantage enjoyed bymaximizes. The situation is very much like eating thesmooth theaxi th smothconfiguration over the delayed-bump."P

your cake and having it too. The playoff of B(t)
against A(1) is useful only at climb Mach numbers Figure 7-8 demonstrates the overall sonic boom ad-
and altitudes. At high Mach numbers and altitudes, vantage of the double delta. In this figure, the sonic
B(t) becomes overwhelmingly large, compared to boom overpressures of the double-delta SST are com-
A(t), and renders shaping ineffectual (Sketch 2). pared to the overpressures of a "delayed-bump" air-

plane. Boom intensity values for the "delayed-bump"
were taken from Reference 7-8 and compared to the
double delta on the basis of the weight assigned in
the reference. At the transonic climb condition as well
as the supersonic cruise condition of Figure 7-8, the
double delta shows markedly superior sonic boomcharacteristics. The SST was configured to give theAE(t) B(t) smooth area distribution typified by Sketch 1. The

double-delta wing, starting near the nose of the air-
Aplane, allows a smooth progressive build-up of vol-

ume and lift, thus providi-ig acceptable sonic boom
characteristics within a woking design envelope.

SKETCH 2. Another advantage of the doubl delta is its low wing

The effect of diverging from a smooth area distribu- loading which lends important flexibility to the
tion can be shown by Sketch 3 and Equation 2.transonic boom-clinb profile. Transonically, a highly

loaded wing operates quite near the buffet limit CL.
The SST, with a lightly loaded wing can operate
well below the buffet limit CL, and can take advan-
tage of its buffet altitude margin to adopt climb tech-

Bt niques tailored to meet specific community sonicboom problems.
AE W)AE t)Comparison of the SST boom parameter curve of

Figure 7-7 with the minimum achievable or lower
A(t) bound limit that is established in Reference 7-3 would-de suggest that further improvements in boom character-

tistics are possible. However, the lower bound limit
of this reference represents a family of airplanes each

SKETCH 3. designed to an optimum configuration, each at a given

Sketch 3 represents a "delayed-bump" configuration. desired Mach number. Figure 7-9 presents a more
The above distribution is typical of a short-chord wing meaningful comparison, showing the transonic accel-
located at the rear of a fuselage. Equation 2 suggests eration and cruise sonic boom levels for the SST and
LOCKHEEID
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two airplanes of the lower bound family. For the po, density of the atmosphere
SST, boom levels of 2 psf and 1.5 pst are indicated
for acceleration and cruise, respectively. For a lower V jet velocity
bound airplane optimized for Mach 1.4, the accelera- d Jet nozzle diameter
tion boom intensity can be lowered to 1.75 psf. How-
ever, this configuration would generate a cruise boom K acoustical power coefficient - constant
of approximately 1.9 psf. Similarly, another lower
bound airplane optimized for cruise could reduce the Laboratory measurements with cold jets and engine -
cruise boom intensity to 1.1 psf, but at the expense measurements generally have confirmed the eighth-
of acceleration intensity, which would increase to 2.2 power-of-jet-velocity law up to Mach numbers of
psf It is seen, therefore, that only a moderate amount about 2.78 and have provided values of K, the
of configuration tailoring can be tolerated to minimize acoustical power coefficient (Reference 7-11); the
the boom intensity at a given Mach number, because reported values of K have been in the range of
improvements at one desired point give rise to penal- 3 X 10-' to 15 X 10-. Rocket noise data indicate
ties at other Mach numbers, dependence on a lower power of exhaust velocity, 

possibly a sixth power, and some afterburner jet
As noted in the introduction to this section, work must engine results seem to fall in a transition region
continue in the sonic boom area. Refinements of between the eighth and sixth power functions.
theory may lead to better understanding and indicate For convenience in calculations, and in order to com- [
additional ways to tailor the airplane. Effects of longi- press the large range of values of power that occurs,
tudinal acceleration and climb flight path, as well as acoustic power output (I') usually is converted to a
wind gradients, thermal gradients, and cloud forma- corresponding sound power level (PWL) with respect
tions, need to be considered. These factors could to a reference power (W,,,) by means of the relationassume significant proportions that might affect flight
procedures and suggest operating techniques that can P"L = decibels. H
alleviate the boom intensity, particularly during ther
transonic acceleration portion of the flight profile. A reference power of 10-11 watt is convenient to use

when distances from the source are to be given in feet.

7.2 AIRPORT AND COMMUNITY NOISE At large enough distances from the noise source soI
that it may be considered a point source (far field),

The airport and community noise problems resulting sound pressure levels at any position may be computedfrom operation of current subsonic jet transports from the source power level if the directional charac-
have been sufficiently serious and extensive to make teristics of the sound radiation and the absorption of
the acoustic output of any contemplated aircraft a sound in air are known. Sound pressure level, which

major factor in its design and operation. This section may be measured, is defined as:
describes the community noise aspects of the SST.

P
SPL = 20 log --L t  decibels

7.2.1 JET NOISE PREDICTION S 2di

where P is the pressure due to the sound wave, and
All experience indicates an increase in acoustic power P,, is a reference pressure, commonly 0.0002 dyne,/
with an increase in mechanical power; Lighthill's sq. cm. The directionality of jet noise in the far field
theoretical derivation (References 7-9 ard 7-10) of has been determined experimentally, and a composite
the sound power output of a jet shows a dependence of published results has been used for the engine noise
on the eighth power of the exhaust velocity, predictions to be presented. The excess attenuation ,

of sound with distance due to air absorption depends
watts on the temperature and humidity of the air as wellas on the sound frequency. Below about 1000 cpsthere is essentially no attenuation.

where W = sound power radiated from jt The effects of sound on both structures and people

p, density in jet flow are dependent not o-ly on sound pressure level, but rl
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aiso on the frequency distribution of the sound JTl F-4 engine and the noise environment about an
energy. For jet noise, which is broad band in character, SST equipped with four such engines. Eighth-powerfrequency bands one octave wide are found to describe law has been utilized, although it is felt that at high

the frequency distribution adequately. Octave-bands thrust levels the predicted sound power is appreciably
have an upper frequency bound twice the lower, and higher than will actually be encountered However, I
a set of eight such bands, extending from 37.5 - until at least model test data become available, there
75 to 4800-9600 cycles per second, is commonly used is no basis for determining sound power by other than
to cover the major portion of the audible range. the eighth power law. A change from an eighth power
Prediction of the octave-band distribution of the noise of veloity to a sixth power of velocity relationship n
from a particular jet may be done from an experi- would reduce the predicted sound power output at
nmentally determined frequency distribution curve by full sratic engine thrust by about 10 db. Another fac-
lixing the position of maximum frequency from the tor, not included in the computations, which would
peak Strouhal number. tend to lower the sound output is mixing of primary

exhaust with duct exhaust and the mixing of ejector
air with duct exhaust. Complete mixing of the ejector i

V air could give an additional 2 db reduction in
where j,, peak of sound spectrum predicted sound power level and, because of change

in spectrum, an even larger change in perceived noise
D = diameter of nozzle level.

V = jet exit velocity 7.2.2.1 Acouslic Output of JT1 lF.4 Engine

The computed source-sound level for a single JT1 IF-4The peak Strouhal number has been found to be engine as a fur-ction of engine thrust level for sea
level static operation is shown in Figure 7-10. Four- Ii

When the octave-band sound pcessure levels are engine sound power levels may be obtained by adding
known for the noise at some location, it is possible 6 db to single engine values (a 3 db increase for each
to compute a quantity known as "perceived noise doubling of sound power). Static operation gives the
level," which is a measure of hLunan reaction to highest noise levels; relative velocity of the jet exhaust
sound (References 7-12 and 7-13). The unit of with respect to the ambient atmosphere decreases with
perceived noise level is the PNdb. At IQ0 feet from forward motion of the aircraft and, consequently,
a large propeller airliner zt takeoff power the generated noise decreases. 1.
perceived noise level is aout 103 PNdh: at 100 ft.
from a 40 mph freight train it is about 93 PNdb. A 7.2.2.2 Ground Run-up N gh.
noise requirement for the supersonc rrzasport is The iso. perceived-noise-level contours of Figures 7-11 I
stated in the Final FAA RFP of August 15, 1963 and 7-12 indicate the noise environment that will exist
(Paragraph 2.6.1). The requirement is that takeoffnois shal be lessth~u e during ground run-up. For unaugmented engine oper- I
noise-shll be less"han1 h2PNiiThpcri . ea ation, noise levels ate moderate; one mile from the
1 ao engine, noise is below 100 PNdb. With maximum
a0 T i poit shall e i o 2 duct heating, noise levels are much higher, with a
as fh~firee--m mife m.A -rc-ived noise level of 112

as g a ... .. l fo i.a value of 112 PNdb at a distance of two miles from
one -mle distanceain a racetrack pattern about hea the engine. To maintain desirable airport noise levels

... ...... ....... a ground run-up suppressor will be necessary in theairport runway. engine maintenance areas. At least 10 db attenuation

will be needed at maximum thrust operation to ensure
7.2.2 PREDICTED NOISE FOR THE JT IF-4 11 2 PNdb at a one-ile distance.

ENGINE 7.2.2.3 Take-off Noise
The techniques outlined above, with engine param-
eters supplied by thie manufacturer, have been used iFor many airport fi'cilities, community reaction to
to predict the acoustic output of the Pratt & Whitney aircraft engine noise must be considered during the
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climb-out phase of the take-off operation, The SST may be made at 79 percent of maximum duct heatir.g.
utilizes a large fixed wing with very light wing load. The maximum-perceived-noise-level contours of Fig.
ings which, combined with a high tlhrust-to-weli;ht ure 7-14 show 112 PNdb or less along the perimeter
ratio, results in a high level of take-off and climb of a rectangle with sides one mile from the runway.
performance. For a standard plus S°C hot day at Measured acoustic data (Reference 7-14) for an air-
sea level, the take-off distance using maximum reheat liner with current type fan engine (J13D-1) indicate
ttiust is only 8,150 feet at the maximum take-off similar noise levels although the current engine oper-
gross weight of '150,000 pounds. This short take-off ates at a much lower take-off thrust. The reduced
distance, coupled with the excellent four-engine power take-off still requires a power cut-back, to mini-
clirnbout profiles achieved with full power, places the mum duct heating at an altitude of 850 feet, to meet

aircraft at a relatively high altitude when it reaches the three mile point specification. The climb gradient
the one-mile point from'the departure end of the after cut-back is still above 0.03 (see Section 5).
runway. When nearivg this point, thrust can be re-
duced and the perceivcd noise level can be lowered Octave-band sound-pressure-level spectrums are pre
below the 112 PNdb criterion level specified in the sented in Figure 7-15 for noise one mile from the
FAA Request for Proposal. Climb gradients available runway center line at the point of maximum noise,
after power cutback excee CAR requirements. Both maximum thrust and noise-abatement take-off

are considered; the over-all sound pressure levels are

For some airport facilities, the use of maximum aug. 124 db and 109 db (re 0.0002 dyne/sq. cm.) respec.
mented thrust may be undesirable because of the noise tively. The maximum-thrust spectrum gives a per-
levels generated during the ground-roll phase of the ceived noise level of 126 PNdb, the 79%-thrust
take-off. The SST can operate from these facilities spectrum, 112 PNdb.
by utilizing a "noise abated" reduced thrust procedure A time history r- rhe perceived nise at the three-mile
for take-off. Partial duct heating is employed for A ti e -1 an d no1seiat the thr in
normal four-engine take-ofls to the one mile from the point (Figures 7-16 and 7-17) shows the manner in

podwhich the noise drops at power cut-back and thenrunway point,rises aain to a maximum of 112 PNd. It s realized,duct heating. This reduced power take-off increases
field lengths somewhat, but reduces the engine noe of cotrse, that the thrust cut-back will not be instanta-

levels to the extent that 112 PNdb is never exceeded neous, so that the drop in noise will not be as abrupt

oat any point one mile from the runway, in an' as shown. Too sharp a drop in noise would be as dis-

tion. In the event of an engine failure at o ,ove turbing as higher levels. If no cut-back were resorted
the critical decision speed V,, full duo * eating is to. then perceived noise would be above 112 PNdb

applied to the remaining engines with a four-second for about 16 seconds with a full power take-off and

time allowance to rea,'i maximum thrust and this for about 8 seconds for a 79 percent thrust take-off.

power utilized for the remainder of the take-off
operation. The FAA take-off ditance using this noise 7.2.2.4 Approach Noise
abatement procedure for a standard plus 15C day at
sea level is 9,750 for the maximum take-off weight of Noise in the vicinity of the airport during laading
450,000 pounds. Available climb gradients exceed the approach is expected to be determined by the acoustic
FAA requirements. output uf the compressor radiated from the inlet.

Compressor-generated noise is found to vary with

The perceived noise level contours for a maximum blade-tip Mach number and, based on a current
augmented power take-off are shown in Figure 7-13 empirical relationship, the sound power output oi the
for a naximum-gross weight take-off on a standard compressor for the JT11F-4 engine has been estimated
day. For this type take-off the noise levels one mile to at 174 db re 10-l" watt with the energy in the highest
the side of the runway are in excess of 120 PNdb. The three octave-bands. It is expected that the compressor
noise at one mile past the runway und is maintained will be improved, so far as noise generation is con-
at and below 112 PNdb by reducing engine thrust to cerned, over current models (Reference 7-15). In
72 percent of maximum at an aititude of 1430 feet. addition, it is exf-'cted that at least 20 db attenuation

in the critical high frequenc) b.,nds can be provided
A standard noise abatement take-off, which keeps both by the inlet. Further attenuation could be accom-

airport noise and community noise at desirable levels, plished by the use of a sonic iilet_ The duct burning
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and exhaust systems are expected to reduce com- 7-4. Ryhming, I. L.: The Supersonic Boom of a Pro-
pressor noise from the nozzle to below exhaust noise. jectile Related to Drag and Volume. Boeing Doc.

D1-82-0025, 1959.
For approach condition, the power level output of the 7-5. Ryhming, I. L. and Yoler, Y. A.: Supersonic
exhaust from the four engines will be 158 db com- Boom of Wing-Body Configurations. Boeing
pared with 160 db for the four compressors. Because Doc. D1-82-0034, 1959.
of 'he high frequency characteristic of the inlet- 7-6. Hutchinson, Herbert A.: Defining the Sonic-
radiated sound, the perceived noise level at a point Boom Problem. Astronautics and Aerospace En-
one mile from runway start will be appreciably higher gineering, December 1963.
for inlet noise than for exhaust noise. The octave-ban] sectumsof igue -18-sond resurelevls 7-7. Carlson, H. W.: A Numerical Evaluation ofban-i spectrums of Figure 7-18 -sound pressure levels Sonic-Boom Theory. Presented at NASA SCAT

at the one-mile point at flyover-show the relative Conference, Langley, Virginia, Sept. 17-19, 1963.

levels of compressor noise, inlet-attenuated noise, and 7-8. Carlson, H. W.: The Influe'ce of Airplat. e Con-

exhaust noise. Contours of maximum perceived noise 7- gCraton on S nic-Boo arar. Prn-
ontegon eo h prahpt Fgr -9figuration on Sonic-Boom --'ha racteri stics. Pre-
on the ground below the approach path ([igure 7-19) sented at the AIAA-ASD Vehicle Design and

show that a maximum of 112 PNdb will be heard at Propulsion Meeting, Dayton, Ohio, Nov. 4-6,
the one-mile point with the planned minimum inlet 1963.
attenuation. This is at least 5 PNdb less than the 7 Lighthill, M. J. "Or. Sound Generated Aero-
noise computed from data on current airliners (Refer- dynamically, Part 1: General Theory" Proc Roy
ence 7-14). A time history of approach noise at the Soc London 211A, pp 564-87 (1952).
one-mile point (Figure 7-20) shows both inlet noise 7-10 Lighthill, M. J. "On Sound Generated Aero-
and the limit that could be reached if compressor dynamically, Part If: Turbulence as a Source of
noise were reduced to levels below those of the Noise" Proc Roy So. London 222A pp 1-32
exhavst noise. (1954).
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